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FOREWORD.

i
The joint meeting of the Section frif. Psychiatry, Neurology and

Neurosurgery of the Puerto Rican Medical Association, the Caribbean
Psychiatiic Association, and the American Psychiatric Association took
place in San Juan, Puerto RiCo in May, 1976. The Section of Psychiatry,
Neurology\ and Neurcisurgery, under the auspices of the puerto Rico
Institute of Psychiatry, 'organized and coordinated the meeting. The
theme was 'Psychiatric Services to the Spanish Speaking Population in

.,

the United States and Transcultural Aspects of Psychiatry in the Carib-
bean.", Participants were invited to look with us and through us at
particular 3er/ices rendered to the foreign-born population in the

.United States and .to the culturally different who are not in the Main-
stream of the \'Arnerica'n bream"; and to evaluate whether they all
receive'their dt4 share of health and care.

the occasioi was faced with many considerations. Was this to be
,.

called a congress:\ a meeting or an encounter? Was the theme "human
services," or more speCifically "psychiatric services"? Both inspection and,
introspection were required to answer these questions. Thust we hesi-
tated as we proceeded tO invite other disciplines to participate. In order
to make-inspection' thorough arid introspection profound, it was decided
that our emphasis must accentuate the, relationship between the human
and the humane. All services in which encounters occur, whether'
judiCiary, police, health, education, etc., were selected as suhtlects for
both riternal and external scrutiny.

- With the acceptance.of this theme, it was possible fo discuss the
contri utions of psychiatry and other mental health professions in a
broad r context.including, but also going beyond, issues Of traditional
individual therapy. However, it is in fact our intensive study of the one- . ,-

to-one encounter which enables psychiatrists to offer a Afferent kindof
Positive, input into the delivery of various types of human services. We
stress the importance of considering the impact on the individUal in 1*
delivery of services. For'exampl who el.e has ever thought to teach Ad

..
encourage handshaking liatity n .service Aeliverers (welfare workers,
physicians, lawyers, parole officers) and their- clients? Who else encour-,
ages kindergarteri and primary grade teachers to hold their pupils on
their laps? Who else would drearn of making it imperative for a surgeon,
judge or lawyer to shake hands with his client before beginning a case?

Certain trepidations to inaugurate any encounter or relationship is
characteristic of the human,being. The common, the frequent and the
familiar produce a 'natural response to approach, embrate, accept and

. enjoy. The unfamiliar, thedifferent, --the unusual or the bizarre produce
-

r
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the opposite reeponse; there is a tendency to avoid, to refuse and to
reject. The same, the familiar, the common and the frequent are
primitively but pOwerfully evaluated as "good"; the different, the un-
familiar, the Uncommon, and thti infrequent are similarly evaluated is
"bad." This tendency becomes apparent when individuals- come in
contact with differing cultuits producing what has.. popularly been
referred to as cultural "shock."

Are psychiatrists susceptible to the same forces? We- are trained to
, Overcome this tendency and trained to deal with' the uncommon, the
uniisifil, even the bizarre. However, the training of psychiatriits-ahd
other mental health professionals focuses on indiVidual variation. What
appears tn ohirs to be uncommon or strange in individuals becomes to
us what is expected and familiar. Yet, when encountering a persoh wbo
presents not;only his unique individuality, but also a different .cultural
identity, the same anxiety may be aroused in us:

The joint meeting was an unusual opportunity for participants to
learn more about culturally diverse peoples and more about themselves..
It brought together peer s. and neighbors who, through differences.in
language; cultural and .ethnic origir, represent within themselves the
different', the uncommon, the opposite, and same bf which may have
been described by members :of "other" groups as. bizarre. We came to
identify our many similarities and to acknowledge and appreciate our
differences, as-individuals and as members, of different kinds of groups
(including, among others, different' nationalities, ethnic groups, and
professional identifications) through the process of encounter. By con-

. tact, communication and increasing familiarity, we have lessened the
impact and anxiety of the first encounter. Although repegtion is the
matrix of perfection: progress feeds on new experiences. Encounter with
the new, the different, and the uncommon is what .produCes intellectual.

. and emotional eross-pollination.
In closing, this experience bore such:richness that we.,havebeen the

subject of honors, applause, congratulations And embraces "froni all
cardinal points, so much sO that the encounter tbgether with its success,
became overkvhelming. We cannot, hoWever, afford to be humble, for
we must share the pinnacle, with so many in so .many different ways.
We accept the honors and accOlades in order tb share and distribute olir
thanks where they are due.

I especially kvish to thank Mrs, Patricia Hill de Bernal, Ms. April
-Mayer. arid Ms. Marcia .M.. Sniith tor their assistance. in planning and
carrying out a successful conference.

:

5 Victor Bernal y del' Rio
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PREFApE

One of the majo'r objectives'of the Spanish Speaking Mental Health
Research Center (SSMHRC) is to collect and disseminaqe information
that relates to .thE mental health of the Spanish speaking/surnamed
poplatio' in the United States. In carrying out this objective, the '
SSMHRC teriodically issues monograph% which we hope will serve as a
catalytic force in 'the developing dialogue on mental health issues and
the Spknish speaking. ;The response to our earliee.monographs has been
positive and. encouraging.,Providers of mental health.services'have indi-
cated that these publications have been ,useful to them in their work.
'Researchers have also informes1 us ttiat the monographs have heuristic
value. It hat been our hope that the monographs would serve to sensitize
policy 'makers about the mental health service needs (both in terms of
quantity as well as quality of care) of the Hispanic populution:

In December of 1975 Dr. ViCtor Bernal ydl. Rio, Executive
Director of the-Hato Rey.Institute.of Psychiatry in Puerto Rico, wrote to
us nd outlined die agenda of a'joint meeting scheduled for the follow-
ing May.. An ihvitatidn to edit and publish selected papers presented at.
the meeting was a so included. Finding the goals- of the joint meeting
highly consistent wii.the objectives of xhe $SMHRC, the invitation was
accepted. It was o r opinion that the meeting .being planned by Dr.
Bernal y del R o was of such significance that the SSMHRC was
obligated to assist in the dissemination of the proceedings, of. the
mee-ting.

This monograph cfiffets from earlier monographs published by the
SSMHRC. First ,of all, the range of topics. in this monograph is sub-
stantially broader, including' such topics as child abuse, pharmaco-
therapy, psychiatry, social work, and the criminal justice syhtem; also
psychiatry an -spiritualism, and the developmental history of various0

mental ealt Inters .serving the Spanish speaking throughout the
country.

The second major slifference is that the. monograph is truly
national, even international, in perspective. Contributors represent var-
ious countries and 'distinct regions within countries. It follows, then,
that the monograph, presents 'multi-ethnic views about the deliirery of
mental health services to this country's Hispanic population.' An assort-
ment of mental health professionals from the United giates Anglo,
Black, Chicano, Jewish, Puerto Ricanparticipated in the joint mek
ing with colleagues from the Caribbean', Mexico, South America, the\
Philippines and Canada. The monograph captures effectively the diver-
sity in regional, national, ethnic and racial.identification.k.

(
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'. The t ird triajor difference in this monograph wa_ ed upon in
nc

liciplina ii ure.iiit' s chiatrists, social workys and psychologtits all';'
iii,the disc oaill)te e piof tocs. The Monograph is clearly multi.

di
contributed to the collection of paPeas. To a limited extent, professional

. ,identiti influenced the topic for consideration and the Method used in
its exploption. Empirically based reports, on the onehand, compliment
essays based On clinical ."experience. Within the yarious dieciplines there
was a"....q; iversity in the kinds of aCtivities in which individuals were in-
volved vi kit adds to the deptlii and breadth of the monograph.' Private
practitioneri, community mental health center professionals and adthin- .'

Mentors, University,liased mental health 'specialists and researchers, .
officials of national professional associations and representatives of state

. and federal mental healtt programs participate4 in thesconference and
contributed to this collection of papers.

The planning-and inipleitentation of a Meeting of the magnitude
'Of eliat held,inan\Juan.,-Puerto Rico required coopenition, persistence,

:. patienceinda good iense of hiunor. Dr: Bernal y del Rio, the steering
committee and. othe r who assumed these responsibilities deserve credit,
for their skills in succ fully carrying out such A major event. Hundreds
of individuals participited in ehe paitel discussions and the presentation
oi papers. Despite all this actiity/the conference was not \ teso large as t

: leave participants feeling all dated from the proceedi : It_was a
happening in which the oprf tunity to learn from othei-s And to share
one's professional anersorial knowledge, experiences, ihoughts and .

opinions, was r ,, ablyanl continually sustained. This volume is an,
attempt to con -, me of hat actually -transpired at this meeting,

many-pa-pers were 'giv n and.amny panel discussions,took place. It was
impossible to include all papers and all. discussion summaries in this
monograph. Selection for inclusion 'in this. volurife was based on the
Iditors' belih that some papers and discussion summ3ries bore more

Airectly on issues affecting-themental health of the H. anic population
- than did others. Vii.t. determination, although sti jective, was noe

tended to exclude anY, participant who pepared a p per.for the joint
meting. , . .

THe title of this monograph signifies the Major theme:of
k meeting assembled by Dr. Bernal y del Rio in Sin Juan; Nino-Rico. A

perusal of the Table of Contents attests to howAne theine of the Meeting
became a reality. Finally, attention to the contribuiors of papers selected
for this volume is testimony, ito "the importance of the meting, since so
many well-known figures in ,the Mental health professiös were
attendance and cOntributed to the success of the San Juan C ference.

. 7 ,

.
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We owe a special debt of gratitude to Victor Bernal, y del Rid for
.making the opportunity available to us to assemble and disseminge the
proceedings of the* joint meeting. Whatever is of value in this Wi6no-
graph is attributable to his efforts. Likewise, whatever the wbaknesties of
the monograph may be, they are solely our responsibility.

We are 'also especially appreciative to Anne Trevino for her
unfailing secretarial and editorial assistancz in the preparation of this
monograph. Without her quiet patience andskill this monograph might
never have been completed because of the Al itors' rush to do a hundred'
and one 'other things around the SSMHRC. Victor B. Nelson Cisneros
must also be thanked. Without his dedicatilkuo detail and schedules we
might still be compiling the proceedings.

This volume is published as Monograph Number Four by the
Spanish Speaking Mental ,Health B.esearch Center, Amado. M. Padilla,
Principal Investigator, University of California, Los Angeles, California
90024, in the interest of achieving ,the broadesi distObution of 'the ideas
and recommendations contained therein. Copies may be obtained at a
nominal charge from the Principal Investigator. The SSMHRC 4

'1 funded by.USPHS Grant 5-Rol-MH 24854 fiorn the Center for Minority
Mental Health Programs, Dr. james Ralph, Chief, National Institute of
Mental Health, United States Department of Health, Education and,
Welfare.f

4

Eligio.R, Padilla
Amado M. Padilla
University of dalifcirnia, Los Angeles
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WELCOMING REMARKS

Bertram S. Brown
,Olreotor, National Institute of Mental Health

Friends and colleagues:
Greetings. The purpoe e. of my remarks today are twofold: first.

ceremonial or symbolic to honor this occasion and second, substan-
tiveto briefl/comment on the scientific and professional theme of the
meeting. The challenge of blending and mixing these two purposes
ceremonial 'and scientific in p brief few minutes -seems in itself the very
challenge of this meeting. A meeting which is attempting to creatively

blend the United States and Puerto Rico -.English and Spanish even

. more 4oldly to bring meaning"b the Caribbean and conglomerate of
.four languages, and many nations and diverse peoples.

How to mix or blend these, ingredients is the mystery, for each
culture and each group and each people has its ipecial characteristics
and flavors; each has an internal desire to be autonomous and separate.
Yet each cultural group must of neeessity exist together in the same
community, in the same family, and in the end, exist inside the same
head, heart and soul of a single individual.

A challenge so deep demands more than science to dfscribe it. One
must hint to literature and poetry. .

I turn to an unknown young man, Lucky denfuegos. who has spent
hi's life going back and forth between New York and Lajas in southeast
Puerto Rico and who has expressed his feeling in a poem entitled "The
Influence of Don Quijote."

Screws screwing spinning twirling
The mind moving

The mood of time with the looney tunes
Transforming humans into cartoons

Cold frozen ice cubes bathing themselves
in the veins of Don Quijote

To me, tbis theMe of hot and cold has seemed a remarkable .
combination of climate and culturethe stark- contrast of the cool New
England handshake and the chest-crushing embrace of a Puerto Rican
friend. This is weil expressed by .Noel Rico, a young Puerto Rican
student of English,. who putSt this way, speaking of Puerto Ricags living
in the mainland: "There iylways a tendency to deny the AMerican part

1 1



and make a blind grab forthe Puerto Rican part," But there should be
an equal embracing of the two parts. To me. Luis Lloren Torres ffor
those who are unfamiliar with Torres, he was a Puerto Rican journalist-
lawyer and poet who lived from 1878 to 1944) is just as much a part of
me u Walt Whitman. and the differences between the languages is a
,question of temperature. English is colder, but the heat from the
Spanish is rubbing off on the English.

Many of the scientific papers and symposium will deal with this
problem of language. Fortunately.) we'have reached the point of aware
nets that for true understanding, so much more than literal or concrete

'translation, is necessary. -In our own national legislation an important
development I. the mandating of bilingual services in health and mental
health settings. Wherever possible, 1 have tried to make it clear that the
issue for good services is not only bilingual, but bicultural. We have not
yet fullY faced the logistics of this issue, for even were it desirable to have

*only Blacks treat Blacks, Puerto Ricans treat Puerto Rican's, only
WASPS. care fog WASPS, etc.. etc., etc.. it is not possible in the
foreseeable Niue 1.hope this meeting can make a contribution to this
issue and define thore clearly how people from one cultural, ethnic and eti,
language group carfbe trained to help care for people from a different
grout.

n conclusion in the search to bridge, to mix, to mend ceremony
and science, let me turn from poetry to sports. A year or sq ,ago El .-
Mustdo the world Itisketball tournament was held. in Puerto Rico.
Teams from many nations competed. 1 need not telt you, for example,
the intensity of competition between Russia and the United States or
Cuba and Jamaica. But one nation was special. for kited two teams: the
United States team and the Puerto Rican team. For me. it expressed the
special and difficult and emotionally charged relationship of Puerto
Rico to the United States.

During die half-time of one of the games there was 'a bicentennial
pageant shoWing English soldiers and revolutionary soldiers. 1 felt -
acutely unccmfortabJé and could sense the even greater discomfort and
polarization n the Puerto Rican crowd. I wondered as to the sensitivity,
if not the sarity, of the program planners to present this pageant.

When the United States and Russian teams were playing, I experi-
enced the most massive sense of ambivalence. It wasn't only that part of
che.crowd*u rooting for the Russians against the kmericins, it was
more that within the Feat majority of people there vias genuine

1 2
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In* my opinion, this.meeting isfatfunusual opportunity to deal with'
that ambivalenceat least to recognize it. We will also want to describe

, and understand it: and I know for me, and all of you, to rise above this, -

ambivalence by .utilizing both science and culture to recognize 'one

common humanity.

v
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THE ,PSYCHODYNAMICS OF PREJUDICt

Judd Marmor

'The pgenomenon of prejudice is not 'confined to differences in;
raCial origin in human beings. Jt may also Manifest itself in yelation to
diffetences in religion, differences:in ethnic background, to ideological,
claw, caste; and political differences, to differences in age levels, and to

'variations in sexual preference. Its effects uPon those who Are prejndiced
as well atiupon victims of prejudice, in terms of-aggressitin and cairder-...
aggression, of /human pain and suffering, are significant mid Widespread
and the mental health of millions of- pebple are directlY ortangentially
involved in itt consequences. ACcordingly, it is both proper and legiti-

- mate that psychiatry should concern itself with this phenomenon, with
its psxchodynainiC, roots as well as its other sources, and' with the

A problem of how it can Most effectively be dealt with.
The etiniological roots of the word prejudice give us some clues to- -

its basic meaning. It is derived from the Latin prejudicium; which
means prejudgment Or A premature judgment. Thus, the term prejudice

,amplietaan attitudo based ori insnfficient knowledge. It it, to put _it
. colloquially, being down on something you are nohillyi on. Although this

collOqUial definition emphasizes prejudice in its n 'Wive connotations, it
is important' to note that prejudice can alsobe positive, thai is, it can 0
imply an equally distorted judgment in' favor of a particular Order of
things or people..However; it is usually used in its negative connotation
and it is with that aspect_that I shall concern myself today.

. There are two other features connected with the phenomenon of
_prejudice that, add depth to , our preliminary definition of it: (a), a
tendency to generalize from the particular, ancr(b) an imperviousness
to logic. The tendency 'io generalize from the particular is part of the
'phenomenon also known as stereotyping. It implies a tendency tti
attribute qualities to-an entire grouR based on only limited experience

,..with that group. -ehus, prejudiced individuals will Often justify their
stereotypic vieivs abou9evis, 'Catholics, Blacks Spanish speaking Arlieri-
cans, homosexuals, etc. onthe basis of the fad that they "once knew" or
"once met" a person or persons from one or another of these groupt who
exhibited certain of the negative . charaeteristi'Cs that were then being
attributed to the entire grtnip. It it important to note,,htiwever, that not
all generalizations are necessarily prejudicei: All people have a tendency
to generalize tO spine degree on the basis of limited &perience. Tints; ,
the visitor to Europe will often come back from a two or three ,week

5
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sojourn with ex cathedra conclusions about the nature of the English1,
Ole. French, the Italians, or .the Russians. These generalizations, how-
eve t,'. are not prejudices unless they become fixed and, resistant to
change. That is, a major test of whether a generaliaation is, a prejudice
is in the ability of the indiiidual who holds such generalizations to ,
'change his or Ittr mind in the light of new evidence.. A prejUdgment

,

becomes a prejudice only if it is resistant to.change when exposed tO'new
knowledge.

I
This leads to the second important additional eleMent iñhe

definition Of Prejudice,. which is its imperviOusness to logic. One of `tiiiN
striking confirmations of the-existence of prejudice i in the way in which
mutually contradictmliattitudes will often exist side by side in the mind
of the.prejudiced person. Thus, someone, with prejudice againsi BlackS
may be heard to accuse Blacks of being lazy and passive and then in
another. bietth to complain about how aggressive and pushy they are
becoming..Or they .will argue that Blacks really don't-want to change,
that they ire happy witli things as they are, but in the next breath will
complain that Blacks are trying to. take over and tha,t force is needed..to
keep them in their place. Similarly, people who are strongly anti-Semitic
will often charge Jews with being stingy and miserly but again, alinost in
the same breath, will accuse them Of vulgarly 'displaying their wealth bY
conspic ously spending. Such inherent contradictions in the attitudes of
prejudi ed people de confirmations of the fact that the roots of
prejudge are not rational but stem from deeper emotional sources. Let

,us now turn to an examination of these deeper sources.
There are some who argue that there are inborn or instinctual roots

to the phenomenon of prejudice and they adduce as evidence the Way in
Which a cohort of hens will attack a strange hen that is introduced into
the barnyard. Similarly, they call attention to the way in which all
human infants tendvo react with fear and anxiety to strangers, begin.:
ning at the age of allout six months, and how such'reactions to strangers

° and, newcomers often persiit to the age of two or three. The hostility.
. with which a children's group will often react to a- newcomer is given as
:.another example of the "inborn" tendencies toward prejudice.

In fact, however, none of these phenomena are examples of %
prejudice, because in ail of these instarices the feelings of aru.dety or
hostility subside ,as the animals or children become accustomed to thefl
strange face or the stranger. Rither than prejudice, these phenomena
illustrate a universal tendency that exists in lower and higher animals as
well as human beings to react with anxiety to the unknown and the
unfamiliar. One of the major functions of, the ego is to organize its

6



415erceptions of the environment in such a way as to reduce unceriainty,
thus contributing to homeostatic needs-fa security and safety. Anything
that introduces a new and unfamiliar element.into a previously faniiliar
environnient causes an initial reaction of anxiety and suspicionuntil the
new element becomes incorporated into a safe perception of the environ-.S?
ment: After, that, the new object is no'longer feared or distrusted.:

Gemiine prejUdice is impervimis- to experience, and irwolves not only
hOstility to an individual but a stereotyping of the entire group tp which
he of she .belongs. Such stereotyping is not innate in any way. Children
.who have riot been conditioned'or taught prejudice mix quite ea-lily with
other children bf all races although their initial reaction to an unac-, #.cuitomed appearance may be one of curiosity or even of mild anxiety.
Like theSOng in "South Pacific," the Mistile and dogmatic stereotyping
of an entire group is soniething "you've got to be taught."

How, then, is prejudice acquired?' 'There are' two major ways,
although the usual process involyes a combinatiOttNef,49,4. The first of
these is by passive adoption of eriivironmental attitudes,. usually from tile
pA.ents or the in-group. This is fundarnentally part of th)e acculturatiori
process of a child growing up in a prejudiced setting. The child neeis. to
belong and be ascepted by, the 'group and tends to accept unquestion-
ingly the dominant values of that grou'p. This, of course, is particularly
true when the values are tranSinitteds by parents who are loved or Whose
autliarity it unquestioned. This iS'a passive way of acquiring prejudice
and people whose prejlidice derives only from such acculturation that is
ilia subsequently reinforced by other factors are often relatively educable
and changeable in their prejudicial patterns if the dominant environ-
mental forces or values change.

On the other hand, some individuals, even if their original preju-
dice was passively acquired, show great resistance. to giving "up their
prejudiced views. In such individuals we often find -certain. personality
patterns which render them particularly "prejudice-prone." For these
individuals, prejudice serves an -important psychodynamic need, a

functional, need. Stich personality patterns are particularly apt to
develop within the .context of fmilis where parents have been rigid,
dominating, and authoritarian and hae,iated to their children on thr,

d love. Children growing -basis of power and fear rather than Of trus
up in such families and with such parents t d to experien e cettain of
their impulse-s, particularly sexual, aggressive, or rebell i ones, as
dangerous and tittrefore rend to repress a,great deal of pstility and

. guilt with 'regard 'to these linpUlses. When given ail afifropriate
,, .. ..,

-scapegoat, individuals with such repressed emotions tend to project and

7
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'-'' displace them onto the scap-egoat. This,leaves the prejudiced individual.
feeling "cleaner," "better,'' and "purer," than:the scapegoat. Such
prejudice-prone personalities ten tb be repressed individuals who are ..
usually quite unaware offtheir own inner forbidden feelings. They lend
to utilize projection to discharge such forbidden feelings rather than to-
internalize thetn.' Their interpersonal relatiOnships are dominated by
concepts of liower rather than affection: ir adaritiv& patterns follow
rigid rasher *aft flexible lind. TheY sho a .cOnsiderable tendency
toward Polariiation; that is, they think in 'terms of dichdtomies. Things
are seen .by therri as being all goad or all bad, with no intermediate .

shadings,,,, They suffer from deep feeling* of inadequacy:, usually com,
pentated for t,y-false feelings of snperiority, by..virtue of their scapegoat-
ing of other groups. ix-general; such individuali tend to be afraid of
whatev1er is new or unfamilia4 Thus, the prejudiCe-prime individual is7.
apt to be antagonistic to neW ideas, fearful-of new drugs, suspicious of\ ,
new neighborS, and Violently 'opPosed td the invasion of his life space by'
inimigrants from other shores. -. ,,,. , ,

However, to deicribe the root* of prejudice only* psyChoilynarnic
terrhs 'would not be entirely complete. As part of the outer system of
iorces in which prejudiCe develops, the effect of socioeconomic factors

,

cannot be ignored. Such factors can intensify the feelings of insecurity
and hostility tat play a role in prejudice and scapegoating. Thus, such
matters as competition for jobs, fears concerning real estate values;
anxieties concerning school desegregation and the like,* can play an
important role in maintaining and intensifying feelings of prejudice.
Efforts to maintain advantageous_Socioeconomic positions on the part of

, a dominant group in relation'to a subordinate'group, such as eXisted in
the pre-war South ii:eas continue t exist in Rhodesia and South Africa,
are also commonly seen situations in which prejudice serves a functional
value for the dominant group. Thtts, we see that psychological factors
and socioeconorhic ones are often mutually reinforcing.

The phenomenon of prejudice in a group should net be confused
with the phenonienon of group Identity: Group prejudice involves
ethnocentrism, a tendency to see one's ovin group as superior to all
othets, with an accompAnying disioaragement and stereotyping of other
groups. It is a. learned phenomenon. In contrast, the sense of group
identitf'is an inevitable and constructive aspect of human life. The
ethnicity that is implicit in grodp identity is a positive phenomenon in
contrast to the negative aspects of ethnocentrism. It involves loving 'and
respecting one's own group roots without disparaging others. The group

4 can be regarded as an extended family. Jvist as it is not necessary to
eliminate loVe of famify to eliminate Unfriendliness to strangers, so it is
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ncit necessw to eliminate ethnicity to eliminate prejudice. The. elimina-

n -4A prejUdice I should not be distorted to. mean the elimination of
'city via total assimilation and loss of 'group identity. The' world

ould be a poorer place without ethnic 'differences. Human culture is,
'chid tremendously -hy the cultural diversities 'contributed by differ-

t races, creeds, sexes, etc. A parallel can be . drawn between the
itive Cultural conieqUences of the diverse mix" of racial and ethnic

ntributions, and the positive biological consequences of not allowing
,

genetic pool to become too ingrown and inbred.
In softie ways, the ability to retain positive group identifications and

t move on to the capacity to,form good object relationshiPs Outside of t

. e grOup can be considered an.aspect of emotional maturation. What,.
e often, speak of as the resolution of the Oedipus complex involves the
ility to move beyond the original nuclear family attachments to
tablish meaningful object relationships outside of the home and
tside of the origidal parental attachments. ,bne indication of Oho-

tional immaturity is revealed when individuals remain unduly attached
to such extended family symbols as a fraternity or a sbrority, to Uncles or
aunts, to one's home town, one's home state, or indeed one's nation. The
ability ultimately to move beyond such, sectarian aitachments io" asone

. World concept in which one is capable of appraising and responding to
vpeople of all races and all nations on the basis of their own merits, rather.,

t an as in-group or out-group members, can be consithred a manifesto-
on of emotional maturation. This should not be tAten to imply that
ch mature people love everyone. It means rather that they become
pable of evaluating people on their own merits rather than as stereo-

based on in:group or out-group mYths. Neither does it mean that
4iey stop loving their own families or in-groups. Indeed, we know from
psychiatry that the capacity to love people who are close to us increases
the capacity for loving others, also. The hatred of out-groups is not
related to love of one's own group, but rather to feelings of inner
inadequacy or insecurity. The ultimate objective, of ihe elimination of
prejudice is not assimilation of all groups into a single homogeneous
one, but rather the elimination of false barriers between people or
groups, the elimination of the "Berlin walls of,-piejudice," of socio-
cultural ghettos, and of obstacles to equal opportunity for all people

3

regardless of race, color or creed.

(The
effects of prejudice are destructive both to the prejudiced

person and fo the victim of prejudice. In the prejudiced person it causes
false feelings of superiority' which often interfere with genuine accom,
plishment and self-fulfillment. Also, since the hostile behavior shown ,to
victims of prejudice usua,runs counter to the ethical values inculcated

9
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in most people, the maintenance of such prejudice tends to intensify
unconscious 'feelings of guilt and self-loathing. This in turn intensifies
the need to project their self-haired on to external scapegoats, setting up

,a vicious cycle. ,
.

The effects on the victim of prejudice, of course, are more obvious.
We -see the tendency, to an impaired self-image, and to defensive
attitudes of denial, withdrawal, passivity, self-deprecation, dissimula-
tion; and identification with .the agressor. It is worth noting, however,
that in recent years we have also seen indications of reparative attitudes. , .

that have been constructive. Not only has.there been evidence of reactive
hOstility and "fighting,back" but also the defense of the victimized group ,
against rejudke sometimes may lead to a Closer knitting together of the
grov an compensatOry strivings- withincreased ethnic self-esteem. A
classic exa le ii. the way in which Black people have turned their
blackness, w ich was always considered a niark of inferiority, into a
"black is beautiful" theme with an increased pride in their color.'

We come finally) to the question of how prejudice can be elim-
, ...

inated. Beginning with the individual and the family, a potent antidote
against prejUdice is a 'democratic upbringing in contrast to an authori-

.

tarian one. In families in which love, not power, is the basis for disci-
pline and in which there is a respect for differences of opinion and of
viewpoints, prejudice-prone personalities will noi be apt to 41evelop.
Children who grow up with a reasonable self-esteem and without being
forced to repress their sexual and hostile impulses will show less tendency
towards scapegoating and projecting their guilty and hostile feelings
onto others. . , gt i

On the broader social scene, we find that merely educating people
about the immorality or irrationality of prejudice is not enough in itself
to eliminate it. People need actual changes in their life experiences in ,

order to find out that their prejudiced views are in error. These changes
in' life experience can be regarded as analogous tak what we call
corrective emotional experiences in.the process of psycho\therapy. Thus,
it is a matter,of tremendous social importance to m al poisible contact's
between ,different ethnic, ralkal and religious gron s that will break

e

down the prejudicial stereotypes that exist. Prejudice, like phobias, can
be unlearned only if what is irrationally feared or hated is repetitively
experienced and found to be nonthreatening. Thus, it becom. es essential
that'at work' in school, in neighborhoods, in various organizations, and _

in -the church, people can have relationsinps that will help to break
down their preittdicial preconceptions. In order to make such experi-
ences possible, history has shown- that legislative enfoDeement is an
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essential preliminary measure. Contrary to the attitu es of some oliti-
cians who insist that nothing, caVt be clone about prejudice untit the
hearts of people have been changed, exPerience has demonstrated that

'legally enforced behavioral -and experiential 'changes have to take place
.before Ittitudinal changes will _occur. Thus,, in this country; legally
enforced desegregatiodin the army and in-schools, neighborhoods and

.,

.. chutthes, has resultedin a rapid disappearance of prejudice in m of
the individuals exposed to such legally enforced relationships. The fact is
that the majority of people whO have acquired their prejudices passively..

will give up their discriminatory attitudes if the law forces them to have
experiences which contradict their prejudicial preconceptions.

The attitude of political leadersf however* is crucial in this regard.
If political IsadersAupport the law, experience has shown that the
majority of their followers accept the changes and gradually relinquish
'their prejudices. On the other hand,..if politioal leaders for various
motivations choose to be ambivalent or antagonistic to the law, then the
outcome is quite a, different one. Events in Little Rock, Arkansis, in
Georgia and other states of the South,-as well as in the Boston desegrega-
,non problem, have illustrated how crucial the attitude a political

4
leadership is in these matters. ._

s? The ultimate goal in the elimination of prejudice is not tolerance.
-Tolerance has in it-the implication of condescension on the part of a

t(superior grouP to an inferior group. .The 'elim" ation of prejudice
implies not tolerance but respect, respect for all ho deserve respect,
regardless of race, creed, or color, and the giving of equal opportunities
to all people. Inotis bicentennial year of our nation the implementation.
of this goal becomes more important than ever before. Once and for all
we must remove the schizophrenia in our moral tfe that prejudice
c. reates. Then, and innly then can we'Five'reality to the great American
dream of our fou ng fathers.

2 0
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EVALUATION AND QUALITY CONTROLfp
OF' MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

Robert W. Gibson

As.physicians we have always recognized that evaluation of treat-
ment is an essential tool for improving our therapeutic methods. Quality:
control is needed to maintain and td'improve the level. of care provided

, to our patients. These two activities, evaluation and- quality control,
have in the past decade assumed new significance..

During the sixties, Rublic policy inthe United States evolved to the
point of declaring that Aequate health care is the right of all persOns,
not just a privilege to be enjoyed by, a few. The Natioryal, Health
Planning and Resources Developmett Act of 1974 -(PL 93-641) in its
itatenient of purpose stipulates: 'The achievement of equal aceess to"

, health care at a reasonable cost is a priority of federal government."
YO '11u as/ note that.this statement is hedging a bit. Equal access to quality
health care is identified not as a right, but as a priority. And a condition
is impOsed it muit be a a reasonable cost. The determination of what
is a reasonahle cost will not be a medical decision; it will be a political
decision.

Despite the faet that Tore than $30 billion Are now provided
annually by the federal govanmentfor health services to the elderly and
the poor through Medicare and Medicaid, our nation has not been able
to make good on the commitment of adequate-health care for all. The
escalation is staggering. During the:past decade expenditures for health
care have tripled, casuming 8.3 percent of the grois national product
in 1975, as,compared to 5.9-percent in 1965, with 42 percent currently

'coming froth ihe federal government as compared to 25 percent- in 1965.
There has been much debate as to whether the subsidy. Of federal

and state funds created the monstrous problem of inflation of heilth,
care costs or simply made apparent existing inadequacies' of funding and
deficiencies in the health care system. The Plannirzg Act does assert:
"The Massive infusion of federal funds into the existing health care
system has contributed to inflationary increases in the cost of health care
and failed to prfrvide an adequate supply of distribution of health
resources and consequently has not made possible equal access for everyr
one of such resources."

Despite this failute to provide adequate healthè for aff, there
have heen only-modest inereases in the benefits of mitt federal bleat% ,

programs during the past few years.. Mental health programs have fared

iga,(4,K,
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.rather poorly and coverage for menal disorders is still ot equal to
cove for gensral medical and surgical conditions. Indeed, many
me 1 lheatth programs, including Community mental health centers,
a ing cut back. It appears that Medicaid will be cut- in the coming
year. This will hurt minority groups and the poor especially.

, e Generally speaking, rather little has been done to correct ineq ies
In health care provided to minority groups and !he poor. Only faint

...
hope is ojfered by sections of the planning legislation that state: " rge

personal . health care and methods for effectiv 'use of available health
2d e#segments' of the kublic are lacking in basic know regarding proper

'.-- resOurces" and the inclusron as a priority.: "The 'provision of primary
_ care services for medically undererved populations,' especially . .. J.,

i
economi&lly depressed areas." C . - .

Emphasis is being placed on efforts to control,- to _reshape, and
prebumably to make the health care system more dficient and cost
effective. For example, appropriations to assist health maintenance
Organizations aim to stimulate organized systems of health care as
opposed to individual jprivate practice. SociaL Security 'amendments
mandating professional standards review, organizations are designed to
increase participation by physicians in review activities. The 'Planning
Act establishes a vast network of local, state, and national citizens'
groups to plan, to coordinate, and to`control health resoprces. Man-
power legislation, not yet enacted, but sure to come in theinear future,

- will control that most important of all health resources trained, .
.- personnel. .

z; It appears that the strategy is to hold back on national health
insurance until the various controls are in place and working effectively.
This refleds the suspicion mental planners 4iat simply adding
dollars does not improve t e health of our nation. : .

The message is plain. Payers, whether they- be federal or state
government or insurance carriers, will make resourcesdollars, per-
sonnel, fatilities, suppliesavailable, only to the degree that providers

. _

can demonstrate that they can use these resources effectively and
efficiently. Evaluation studieS and quality control takes on a ,new
significance! Without them there yfill be no new health benefits.

This poses especially difficult problems for the field of mental
health: outcome studies are inadequate; (2) standar& and criteria, .
are not as y available; and (3) it is difficult to balance humanistic
concerns agains ost effectiveness. f

I personally welcome the increased emphasis on medical care
evaluation jidthe overall expectations by governmental leaders for
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'accountability from all elements of our society.
,
But this is not an easy

assignment for thOse of us in the health field. Note the &tress on health,-

not just mental health. omehow mental health has been singled out for

special challedge. T is not a cornplaint, not a protest; the consumer. _

arid government have every right to ask us to demonstrate ale effective-

ness of mental health setvises. I simply want to put the issue into

perspective.
.,.' Consider that the National Ambulatory Medical _Care Service
(NAMCS) estimates that in 1973-74 there were 14 million visi
physicians for colds, 18 million visits for back problems, 12 million visits

for headaches, 12 million visits .for fatigue; etc. This suggests that

great many visits to physicians were for illnesses for which there is no

definitive medical iréatment. Furthermore, many of these conditicifis
_ .

were probably, psychosomatic in origin. Judgments 4bout outcdme and

cost effectiveness for these conditions are extremely difficult. Yet they.

'are noechallenged to the same degfee as psychiatric services.

In the area of prOgram evaluation there are particularly trouble-

some prOblerns. It is not enough to judge the effectiveness of services -..

provide& It is necessary to deterinine Whether the needi of'all members_.:

of the community are being met adequately. It is important, to know
.

whether all recipients of care receive treatment of comparable quality.

Especially diffiCult problems are encountered by minority groups..

-Title VI of the Civi) Rights Act of 1964 prohibits recipienis of
-

federal fads from discriminating against patients on the grounds of

race, color or national Origin. It is mit too difak to identify blatantly

discriminatory practices; but more subtle factors may impair the
-accomplishment of program goals. Among these factors are: °(1) limited

outreach services to minorities; (2) lower percentage of minority clients

than exist in the catqffnent aiea population; (3) lower2percentage of

minority staff membirs thanexist in the catchment area population;

(4) lower peroentage of minority advisoxy board members than exist in

the catchment area populatidn; (5) inaccessible locations; and (6) lack

of bilingual staff members. .

All of these factors can be of significance to the. 19 million Spanish

speaking people in' the United States, but language difficulties are of

special concern because they have the effect of limiting access to care,
particularly if there is a lack of bilingual staff members. Because

minority group members.may have different expectations concerning the

value of mental health services, outreach edUcational.efforts are essen-

tial. Important 'needs that are particularly relevant to various minority

groups in the, community will surely be overlooked unless there is-
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dequate representation at the level of those wh\e\decide on policy and

priorities.
She type of treatment may be influenced by face andAlture.

'Diagnosis becomes less accurate and treatment recomMendatiani less
specific with increated social-cultural distance hetween'''clinician%and
patient: It has been found that insight-oriented therapy s less likely to
be recommended for members of minority groups. Alcoholics'are more
likely 'to 'be committed to pi-ison than being channeled -toward treat-
ment. Attitudes of this type obviously arise from.stereotypes and Other
perceptual disttions on the part 'of the staff.

; .
sOlftcome tudiei including lorig-term follaW-up are rare'and must

often rely_ intermediate outcome variables. For example, treatment
attendance is often-assessed as an indirecemeasure of satisfaction with
treatment: Higher treatrftent dropout rates arc commonly found among
members of minority' grclups..A review by Warheit (1974) of pertinent
literature indicates that minority groups are usually found to have
poorer recovery-rates than others in the population.

There are a mimber of hypotheses to account for such differences;\ more severe symptomatology, differential treatment, culturally alien
therapists, lack of faith in mental health services, staff attitudes, and so
forth. Some ot. thevroblem may be.in -Methodology. An NIMH report
(Siegall, undated) concludes, "When patients-'come from minority
groups or lower socioeconomic classes, tholifficulty of determining the
appr riateness and efficacy of treatment is particularly great." The key
to mos problems of providing, evaluating, and making services acces-
sible t minority groups rests with the staff.

In discussing the response made by psychiatric residents to a survey,
Gurel (1974) found that many respondents did not consider the
understanding of minority cultures to be of importance and had made
no special effort to gain better understanding of such issues. Still other
respondents indicatea that,psychiatric residents could gain understand-

, ing of minority group members by simply being exposed.to contacts with
them in the course of their placements in community settings. Those
who have studied this problem in greater detail believethat considerably
more should be done.

For example, Miranda, in a Puerto Rican Task Force Report of
-1973, (cited in Nelleun and Associates, 1976) recommends:

1. "Schools must contain a more balanced curriculum -7-both quan-
titative and qualitative, course content must have more relation-
ship to organizational and community. development and
change . . ." 2 4
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2. "Schools located in areas of Puerto Rican residencymnst devaop
a minitnum of two specialize& courses one on the Puerto Rican ,
experience and one on communityiyues and needs.In addition, '

content desitcn by the appropriate faculty should be integrated
into the .rest of the school's curricuItun. This presumes enough.
Puerto Rican faculty members w be able to work, collaboratively'
with other staff." ;,

Miranda stresses: . . a knowledgeable.apd articulate faculty of
,Puerto 'Rican background is neceX4ry in knp scliool to counterbalance
the bias of the present written materials and to &gin to introduce a.
point of view defmed by. the Puerto:Igcan himself father than tile non
Puerto Rican."

Participants of an NIMH Conference on Curriculum Development
(Yuman, 1975) reconunsnded -that Off-jail .policy enunciate certain,
measures, such as:

1. "Learning about individual minorityirroups by identifying:their.
health needs and planning and* intplementing projecti in re-
sponse to those needs." ,

2. ,"Socioeconomic and demographic background" materials on
students entering courses' in Order to make individualized in-
struction based on student backgrounds:'

3. 'The presence n t classrooms of knowledgeable, articulate
minority persc4 froM an appropriate community to lacilitate

,

the learning,proc "
Returning to my, central topics of evaluation and quality COntrol, f

would stress that these cannot be accomplished by isolated research
studies; they must be made an-integral part of the health care delivery

, system. Valuable all our traditional teaching rOunds and clinical con-
ferences are; they are no longer adequate to meet the complex demands
placed on the health care systemespecially our goal of-making ade-
quate health care accessible to all.

here are some encouraging steps being taken. The federal require-
for utilization' revieweven though airned primarily at cost

co inment do support medical audit studies ana will stimulate all
inpitient facilities to take a closer look at Patterns of practice.

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals .(JACH) has
added requirenients for medical audit studies which Will soon be applied
to psychiatric ficilities. The JACH in addition has developed a perfor-

It mance ev'aluation program that can be used by staff to achieve quality
assurance. The Americanliospital Association is making a comparable
effort.
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Professional-standards review organizattons (PSRO's) are beginning
to lOok at psyddatric gare. The American Psychiatriq 4ssociation (APA)
'has been quite active in designing models that contain screening criteria
that can be applied on a Concurrent basis to a wide range of psychiatric
conditions and treatment modalities.' to help identify instances in which,

. .
the quality of treatment does not-meet aceeptable standards.

A further important related step taken by the APA has been the
- employment of one of our members,. Rickard 'Dorsey, :to serve as a

.4 consultant on ker reLiew. Fre will be available to district brthchei to
assist them in 4ppltmçnting peer review activities.

The fee1al government in its annually Orepared five-year Forward
Plan for H alth, 1976-80 places heavy emphasis on evaluation, noting
"the trac,ki.ii ihd evaluation the,rne emerges from the growing recogni-
dm of the need for a systematiedata base to guide and support health
poli",-making at everyiAyel or the American health care system.. The
need for data essential to health policy development and management of
programs, has increased geoinetrically with the public investment in
health, the number of health services and resources supported, 'and the

. number of people receiving care:"
The Forward Plan further.-indicates, "At present, .extensive data

gathering and analysis activities exist in nearly every segment of DHEIN
health programs.. The utility of the large quantities of data flowing from
theiemd other data' systems is diluted by three factors: (1) the lack of
cooklAation in the collection of data or standardizAtion across program
needsk(2) the gaps in data collected4nd (3) the lack of analysis of the
data collected and available." And the plan states: "There are major
gaps in: manpower resources; utilization of services; costs and expendi-
tures for care; .and data for areas below the national level wded for
planning, managing and evaluating programs." Several specific initi-
atives are identified but overall, ". . . the strategy is to accelerate the
implementation of the Health Statistics System to provide_,coinparable
data at the national, slate, and local levels- on vital events, health
manpower, health facilities, a/nd utilization of health care. This effort is
especially important to meet the dita2needs of the new health 4stenhs
agencies established under the National Health Planning and Resources
Development Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-641), the PSRO's, the national health
insurance program, other expanding health programs:and researchers
and health systempanagers in the private,sector.

The above underscore my point that we are corifronteil by- the
challenge to produce evidence that mthtal health services are effective
and efficient in order to get adequate resources fo provide mental health
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services to meet the needs of all. This argument has a, seductive appeal
for governmental leaders and managers, but it is not entirely realistic.
And it is certainly unreasonable to impose excessive demands for proof
on mental health services.

Medicare is a good example of. the way in which' a discriminatory
approach, has been taken toward mental health benefits. I have testified
repeatedly as a spokestnan for the APA urging that outpatient benefits
be extended and that the lifetime limit on hospital benefits be elith-
Mated but to no avail.

The inclusion of coverage for renal dialysis and kidney transplants,
as well as other benefits for ehose with kidney disease,, stand in sharp
contrast,:-With virtually no challenge, coverage that will Wan reach a
cost of a billiOn dollars annually was provided for those with kidney

* diseak..perhaps 50,000 persons. Unquestionably they are deserving of
care,.but it surely seems that if we can put such a large amount of funds
into a program that for the most part improves tlie quality of dying, we
can fund mental health programs to improve the quality of living.

-As already indicated, I support evaluation but this should be built
into ill health legislation in such a way -that the progress of programg
can be monitored and adjustments can:be made to increase effective-
ness. If over time they do not contribute to health, then limitations an . ,

be imposed. In, other wotds, we must not wait for absoluie proof before
coVering mental health services. Actually, the inclusion of coverage
offers the best opportunities for evaluation. It also gives -u the best -

chance of determining whether good mental health service reduce the
utilization of general medical and surgical services s udies
suggest.

-Evaluation? Yes! Quality control? Cerlainlyl But let's have them on
an nngoilig basis, as parts of the process of care,' not as an okstacle or
justification for cost saving `cutbacks. '

In closing, let me return to the needs of the Spanish speaking
. populations of the United States. If real progress is to be made,-we mutt
look to Spanish speaking psychiatrists for guidance and leadership
There are approximately 74p0 Spanish speaking psycbiatrists within the
A:PA. These members are an enormous resource. It is estimated tliat
there may be about 375 Spanish speaking psych'iatrists who are not

. members' of the NPA. Some may haye problems as foreign medical
graduates in qualifying for licensuré; Many do 'notwe need them in
the APA.

It has 'been gratifying to see the progress that., has, beep madv:
(1) the APA Task Force on Spanish Speaking People has now become
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the Committee of Spanish; Speaking Psychiairists; (2) Spanish speakiirg
psychiatrists have accepted appointments to many key coinmilttees'and
councils, including Victor Banal (Chairnon, Council on Ibternatipnal
Affairs), Pedro Ruiz (Menthership, Advisory Committee on Minority
Felthwships), George Adams (Program), . Rambn Fernandez-Marina

1

(Task Force on Liaison w ith International and Poreign Psychiatric
Organizations), Mfonso Paredes .(Graduate Educati&O, and Cervando
Martinez (Public Affairs); (3) the publication of a newsletter-is facilitat-
ing cominunication 'milting Spanish speaking psychiatrists, whi"ch should
help.to increase membership in the APA and increase% participation of -

those who 'are already members; and (4) this conference itself, withits
.theme-7Psychiatric Services to Spanish Speaking ..Populations in the
'United Stateswill help increase awareness.

Speaking for \myself; I know. 'that until recent Years I lacked aware-.
ness and'sensitivity to the special problems.and heeds of the. 19 million
Spanish speaking persons in the United States. Thanks to Spanish
speaking psychiatrists, I am becoming more sensitive to-the needs of the
Spanish speaking people.

Finally, I will stress again, evaluation and quality control are not
ends in themselves. They-are prerecluisites, the necessarr tOols needed to
assure that adequate _health resouites will- be'reacre available tio that,we
may.achieve the goal of ate and aCcesiible mental health services
for all yersons.
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THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER IN THE CENTRAL,
CITY: ISSUES FOR THE. ADMINISTRATOR

Alfred Freedman
fr

.. Since the launching of the prog-rarnin 1963, the coinmunity mental
health ce9ters in the United States encounter' g the most difficulty have
been those in the central city. While the pe

1
entage of failure in the

. central 'ci.,y has been higher than that outside the city, all have not
failed. ' .

One of the major problems 'eicountered by community mental
khealth centers in the central city h s been dealing:with the minority

populations inhabiting the catchm nt area'. It is clear that those in
charge of the community mentalhqa1th centersthe administrators and
tfie directors too often are ill-pre ared to deal with the pulation they
are serving. Frequently those in charge of the.cornmunity mental health
center are of differe 4t ethnic backgrounds than the population served.
However, having in ividuals of the same ethnic group as directors has
not necessarily guaranteed success, even though such individuals may at
first receive greater sympathy and tolerance from the population. For
all, adequace training is necessary to develop the knowledge, skills, and
.atfitudes 2 that are prerequisites for dealin g. with the very difficult.

problems of an.inner city population.
What advice can one offer to the leadership of acommunity mental

health center for dealiniwith a- central City population, while remaining
cOmmitted to excellence in mental health care delivery? The community
ineptal health center director must have great respect for the individuals
whp inhabit the catchment area. It must be a true *regard and not 1..

merely acceptance or condescension. Differences of ethnicity, class,.
education, or experience must not blind the director to the strengths,
unique knowledge Und experience, as' well as the- abilities of the citizens
inhabiting the area. Having recOgnized these strengths,. the director will
then be Willing to work with others from the community', either through -%

community organizations or individuals in the community. Too often
the staff deci'des to go into business for itself by setting up storefron4 in
the name of the commhnity mental health center. We' II intentioned, .and
often with missionary, zeal, the staff at such installalions ignore an
"already high order of existing community organizations fraternal;
social, political and religious.' The analogy so the missionary is.appro-

-priate; since frequently the approach is that of ,bringing the "true word"
from afar tO those who are ignorant of the best way to do things. One
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must learn to share leadership, accept the leadership of community
groups, or provide leadership in a joint enterpriseScietermining the best
role appropriate for each situation and issue. Top often the professional
staff alone determines program goals and priorities without considering
the aspirations and sensitivities of the comMunity, as well as the necessity
of involving them in the planning process from its inception'. It may turn,
out that the 'goals sought differ markedly film those Considered most
desirable by the profession. Progress must be achieved through collabor-
ation: through brokeiage and through negotiation. The days of confron-
tation politics are over. Desire for negotiation and meaningful social
progress is greater now, since.experience has_shown that simple solutions
supported dr* by rhetoric do not present laiting results. One must take
advantage of all opportunities to work together in mutual respect.

In. the work of the New York Medical College Department of.
Psychiatry in East Harlem, we have found one of the best areas of such
Attnership has been that of housing. ByjOining together with neighbor-
hood groups interested in rehabilitating existing housing or building new
housing, as well as joining togethei-rwfth the populations of existing

s..

public housing, we have found many opportunities for developing
significant mental heAtkprograms.

The, high priority .given by community citizens to health matters, -
and particularly mental health-, tas surprised many. Very high concern
is manifested for the rfiental health of children and of Ihe aged. Mana-

, gers, ae. well ai individuals living in the housini projects, have been
trained and mental health stations have been set up in relation to
housing units. Thise mental healOtations have been staffed by the
residents of the .housing project with consultation and backup by the
community mental health center. - : .

This emphasizes the,necessity.to pay heed to the diVerse interests of
those who surround the center. The socially responsible mental health

-director cannot aftiprd to shrink from ihe task qt hand by saying, "It is
not my ptobleml The director and staff do not hay& to .become
organizers and developers of housing projects. gowever, they must be

to join wgether with communiv groups to develop better housing
o
i

-ir improve
eisting'housirig as a concomitant of improving the delivery

of mental health services. The director must be committed to 'join
together with Community grou0s.to' develop better housing or improve
exieting hoiising as a concomitant of improving the delivery Of mental
heafih services.The director must be committed to join together, with
the residents through example, education, and participation in the .
ClevetopMene of priorities and programs. Roles Must be clarified and
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7-----responsibilities- delineated. The director of a-community mental-health
center also will need great skill in dealing with th staff of the center.

One of the most difficult areas is the reconciliation between
apparent inside needs of the center with outside ,pressures and needs..
Often, this manifest's itself in the conflict between training and service.
Thus, those responsible for service may feel training needs and the time ,

required are an intrusion or an obstacle to providing better services.
Those responsible for Waining will ,emphasize the need to develOp
larger numbers of professionals and nonprofessionals to serve the steadily
mounting needs of the communist/. Likewise, community people may
look upon training programs as a "ripofr arid waste of their tax funds.
This attitude may also be prevalent in myopic bureaucrats who are more

°concerned wiih cost-benefit and titi balance sheet than lvith provision of
servicea currently or in the future. For area residents, constant education
and sharing of information is, necessary in order to delineate the
objectives of a' training program, as well as the constraints..If training
programs involve not only professionals, but also the training of mental
health workers from the immediate neighborhood, goals and aspirations
can be better communicated and accepted.

Agreement on goals between community mental health center staff
and community residents is all important. T-oo much time is spent in
crisis management without ever delineating at least middle-range goals.
By collaborating one must determine what can be achieved, thek
resources availableoaand then, guided by experienee and research,
develop a strategy most likely to achieve those goals. One mult never
promise more than one can deliver. In joining together for mutually
determined objectives, it ts gecessary to weigh ihe hmitations, ol$stacles,
and circumstances that ,may -hinder or prevent the achievement of set
goals. The realities of funding must be shared. Somehow the sense of
being in things together, with the possibility of losing srimetitne's and
winning sometime, is mutually accepted. The notion that one may 'have
to comprovise between what i ideal and what is feasiblemuse be agreed
upon. This does not mean that one must always try to act in a safe and
sure fashion. Innovation must be encouraged and this means taking
risks, risks in sharing authority,luch as turning leadership over to those
Community organizations which have not exercised leadership in mental
health ,before.

One must be prepared-Co-use many modalities and synthesize Many
variablet in solving proiiiems. .*The field of psychiatry is too often -
chaiecterized by those whose thinldng-has 'become polarized around a
single modality, Whether it be psychopharmacology or psychoanalysis.'



erHels-great-necessity-for continual evaluation ancDtonitoring- of .
programs for their effectiveneu in meeting. the, sodial, needs of the,
community. 'This is one of the most' important roles the ataff of the
community mental health center can carry out. In this regard, they
must, first of all, consider access: Which consum,crs are able to get
which services and who getireft out? Secdhd, quali of services, must be
evaluated: How good or bad are the services .fiit are delivertd as
measured by which standards arid with whI differentials among
population groups at.risk? The third is financia : Who pays how much

4for services and by what arrangements? What happens to level of cost in
the health sector as compared to other sectors of the economy?

is apparent that a key role in community mental health centers. is
in the hands cif the director of the center who must have a high degree of
managerial competence. Directing. such a center, particularly in the
central city, it an arduous task. Given the problems often encountered,
one might conclude that the best training would be in law or in finance.
However, one .should not conclude that the best administrator in a
mental health situation would, be a lawyer, an accountant, or a ,person
exclusively trained in administration. The great need is for individuals
with experience in the mental health fieldpsychiatrists, psychologistl,
and iocial workersto enter the field of administration and assume
leadership. With this background they will be exquisitely seniitive to the
needs of the community served. This is of umiosymportance in the
central city when one is dealing with minority populations. Likiwise, the
director must be keenly aware of the aspirations and needs of tre staff of
the center and set programs and goals that the community and the staff
can join togethjr in achiering.

It is essential to keep in the foreground the purpose for which the
facility was established and those whom ix. is to serve: The primary
purpose of the facilitytreating citizens in distresli .must never be
forgotten. If there is true commitment to the community, the success- of
the center wilPbe assured.
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CLINICAL-ISSUES- IN-THE-PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT
OF PUERTO RICANS

Vicente Abed

Juan Ramos Elizabeth Boyce

In areas on the Mainland where there are Spanish speaking
communities, there is an increasing need for mental health programs to
respond effectively to that population. As their marginality decreases
with increasing political power, more attention may be given the
demands of Puerto Rican leaders for relevancy in community services. A
number of writers have pointed out the importahce of recognizing the
language , and culture of Hispanics in service delivery, emphasizing
hiring bilingual-bicultural, staff (Abad, Ramos and Boyce, 1974; Padilla
and Ruiz, 1973; Philippus, 1971). Yet, even under ideal conditions when
administraters are willing to modify programs 'and allocate adequate
staffing resourCes,' the Hispanic patient may still be a puzzlement,
baffling to diagnose and treat, and a challenge to the theories and
methods acquired in most clinical training programs. The, intention of
this paper is to identify those clinical issues which, if not always unique

0
to Puerto Ricins, are frequently seen among Puerto Rican patients at
psychiatric clinics. In doing so, the authors share some of their clinical
impressions of the Puerto 'Rican psychiatric patient.

Some Background

For the past four years, -the alithors have been affiliated with a
psychiatric service devoted exclusively to the Hispanic population of'
Greater New Hiven the Spanish Clinic, or Clinica Hispana at the
Connecticut Mental Health Center. The host institution is a comprehen-
sive mental health facility sponsored jointly by ,the Yale University
Department of Psychiatry and 'the Connecticut State Department of
Mental Health. Since comments stem in large part from impressions
gathered in the Spanish Clinic, it is well to look at some data on the
population tieing served. V

The Hispanic poliulation .of New Haven, mostly Puerto Rican,
* numbers apprOximately 15,000 people. The majority of adults attending

the Clinic are of lower socioeconomic status, inadequately housed,
poorly educated, unskilled and often unemployed. They reside in ghette
neighborhoods where isolation from die Anglo community reinforces
ethnic cohesion.- Families, are large, and frequently splintered through
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migration or as a resUlt of pressures found on the mainland that
contribute to separation. They share with California Mexican Americans
some of the predictor variables correlated with mental breakdown, as
shown in studies by Karno and Edgerton (1971) and Torrey (1969): poor
communication skills in English; the pOverty cycle, i.e., limited educa:
tion, lower income, depressed soc1 status, deteriorated 'housing, and
minimal political influence; the survival traits from a rural agrarian

' culture which are relatively ineffectual in an urban technologiCal
society; and the problem of acculturation to a society which appears
prejudicial, hostile, and rejecting.

Our discussion, therefore, is pertinent to Puerto Rican patients
from -the lower sodoeconomic class. Middle and upper class Puerto
Ricans share rhany cultural traits, beliefrand values with Puerto Ricans
in poverty. However, education and other opportunities of a higher
soeial status have given them more alternatives and resources for coping

with stress.

Comnion Clinical Problems

Hundreds of contacts with our patients have revealed such a repeti-
-tion of symptoms, life situations and experiences, .that upon ah initial

interviem with a patient, one is struck, with the familiarity of a theme
heard many times before. We do not suggest a lack of individuation
among patients, but rather a similarity in clinical material that is useful

-in building one's understanding of the Puerto Rican patient.
Puerto Rican patients present with an unusually high degree of

soniatic complaints. Statistics from the emergency room at Yale-New -

Haven Hospital reveal an exceptionally, low number of Puerto Ricans
, being treated as psychiatric emergencies compared with those referred
for medical treatment based upontheir preieliting complaint. k

While Puerto Rican patients insist upon the legitimacy, of -the
headaches, dizziness, muscular aches, chest pains and palpitations about
which they complain, they also have a sense that their symptoms would

be relieved if they could only control their "nerves." For example, one of
,the most common cpmplaints of physical distress is the dolor dJ ctrebro
(i.e., "brain ache") which they locate in the ottipital- and r cervical

areas. Whereas' other possiblc physical conditions, such as cervical
spondylitis might be involved, the dolor is probably equivalent to the
"tension headache" of Anglo .patients. The approach to somatization
found most useful by clinicians at the Spanish Clinic is one that 'accepts
and seeks to relieve the bodily complaint of the patient and, in that
process, gains 01..confidence of the patient, which allows exploration of
uiiderl3tifig probliniss. 4
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Seen almost as frequently as patients with somatic complaints are
patients who are non-psychotic, yet describe hallucinatory experiences

'which we will refer to as pseudo-hallucinations. Compared with halluci-
Illations of a psychotic patient, pseudo-hallucinations generally tend ta
The less dramatic and often occur just prior to 'falling asleep at night. In

general, they are less disturbing psychologically and more culturally
syntonic than hallucinations, of the psychotic. Their onset is frequently
precipitated by situational stress of a transitory nature and typically
includes visual imaginings of auditory sensations of hearing one's name
being called, knocking at Vhe door, or strange noises about the.house.
Voices or visions of people recently deceased are not.uncommon.

Pseudo-hallucinations suggest a link to religious beliefs and the
superriatural. While often disturbing to the patient's equilibrium, they
ma algt.contribUte to a sense of well-being: Some form of communica-
tion from a loved one departed-may be both welcomed and expected as
family and friends gaiher after a funeral. The longing of a patient was
depiCted,in his description of being transported by spirits to Puesko Rico
each night, to be. returned the following morning. An elderly padent
appeared to be preparing for his own death as he talked about repeated
transportation to an ethereal heaven where he met old friends and
relatiies.

Pieudo-hallucinations may,disrupt only temporarily an individual's
stability,) Unfortunately, they can be overdiagnosed and result in
unnecessary hospitalizations.,At such tinies, the barriers of language and
culture between Anglo clinician and Puerto Rican patient are critically
appareni;

Although epidemiological- data is still inadequate, available studies
point to a higYincidence of schizophrenia among Puerto Ricans, both
on the island and on the irlinland, a finding perhaps not too surprising
since psIchotic disorders aremore prevalent among the poor than othçr
socioeconomic, classes (Green, 1960). Recent statistics show ttiat 'th
median incoMe for Puerto Rican families is the lowest of all\ eth
groups in the United Stites.

Whereas Rogler and Hollingshead's (1965) research revealed no
significant social or cultura'l differences between parental families, or
even life experiences between schizophren4 and nod-schizophrenics,
others have elxplained the high' incidence of schizophrenia and mental
illness as related to a composite of certain cultural traits, social condi-
tions-, migration, prejudice, language barriers and misdiagnosis. ,

Fitzpatrick (1971) reviewed studies which examined Puerio Rican
culture as it relates to .mental illness, and concluded that certain
childrearing practicei in Puerto Rico may foster tensions and conflicts in
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adult life: the emphasis of submissi*ness among females, the: stress on
Machismo among males, a close dependency between nmther and 5Q11,
the emphasis of power in relationships which may result in subsequent
resentment of authority fiKures, and an ernphasis (),rt ,respect with an
exaggerated sensitivity to Offense, with a resulting potential for physical
fetaliation. DuriAg ate formative years of childhood, poverty adds
immeashrably to the stresses felt within the family.

The possible effect of, migration upon the inEidence of mental
illness suggests a /lumber of possibilities. Some authors have claimed the
disruptions of the niigration experience are directly related to mental
breakdown in vulnerable individuals, whereas others have proposed that
migration may be particularly attractive to individuals who already
suffer from emotional disorders and seek in migration a relief of 'their
distress (Fitzpatrick, 1971; Murphy, 1955). It should also be noted that
tlie migrant population ma* indirectly bias figures on schizophrenia
since most migrants a relatively yetting and schizophrenia is an illness
of the young. Although not controlled with the normal Puerto Rican
population, our obser ations in the Clinic upport the vie'w that
psychiatric patiense are particularly mobile, frequently changing their
local address and moving back and forth between mainland and island. .

Language and prejudice have clearly influenced the labeling of
psychopathology and service delvery to Puerto Ricans. We are aware of
problems. encountered. by ,nglo psychiatrists and vher clinicians in
attempting to assess a patitt with whom they caniilit communicate
directly. At times, there can be an overestimation, of pathology, as when
there has been an episode of discontrol or the patient appeirs histrionic.
In other situations,, such as cases of mild thought disorder or skillfully
concealed paranoia, pathology 'has 'been underestimated, Of great
concern is the possibility of Puerto Rican patients becoming hospitalized
for psychiatric illnesses which they may not have.

Problemk of impaired impulse control, implicit with thhotential-
for harming self or others, are a concern of many of ohr adult
patients. This problem seems to increase at times of hormonal change
such as puberty', premenstrtial and post-partum periods and.the onset of
menopause. Overwhelmed mothers express fears of losing control with
their children and, at times, children may be punished harshly when the
Mother is under mental distress. Functioning is disrupted by threats or.-

.acts ef retaliatory behavior toward person or property. Such .unpredic-
table behavior is as destructive emotionally to the individual committing
the act as to a person living in fear Of attack% In part, A contributing
factor to the exploshTess of many patients is the excessiiie suppression
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. of anger and verbal aggression inculcated in Puerto Ricans through
childrearing practices. . .

The high rate of suicide attempts among Puerto Ricans is borne out
by Wadies at Bellevue and Lincoln hospitals in New York City (Marrnor,
19)4; 'Trautman, 1961) as well ar statistics from the Yale-NeW Haven
Hospital where suicide attempts account for the majority of psychiatric

. emergency admissions. Terming the, suicide pattern among Puerto
Rican patients "the suicidal fit," Trautman describes a Opical episode as
... . an act in which a Person, in a state of intense emotional excite-II

mint, suadenly runs from the scene to another room, snatches whatever
poison is at hand and swallows i i . The whole episode in many cases is

brought on by an angry ver argument. . . . These swallowers of
.. poison were highly emotionaly avd had usually suffered Arom emotional

stress with recurrent crises for quite some time before the suicide/
attempt." e

- Clinicians are continually impressed by the quickness by which
outwardly hostile iMpulses, unable to find expression, can suddenly *turn
inwardly, and result in a suicide attempt. Assessment of suicidal and
homicidal risk requires careful evaluation. Alcohol gften plays a signifi-
cant role in precipitating homicidal-suicidal. behavior. In our opinion,
minor tranquilizers can have a paradoxical effect with such patients and
should be prescribed with cauticut. In cases where suicidal behavior is
present in a patient with underlying depression and faulty impulse
Control, the combination oi amitryptiline and, perphenazine can often be
helpful.,'

Although the Spanish Clinic is about to embark on a recently
funded program for the Spanish speaking alcoholic patient, our experi-
ence with alcoholism io date is limited. History taking of our patients,
however, indicates that it is widespread on the island and on the
mainland.We have seen its deleterious effect on our patients and their
families.

i, Data colleeterd4rem the New Haven Police Department in 1971
inaicate that Puerto Ricans are underrepresented in arrests for public
intoxication compared with populations of, blacks and whites. This
probably oecurs because of the protectiveness of-the family toward an
alcohol abuser whom they tolerate allishield, :We' anticipate,..that.
Identifying oneself as an alcOhdlic wherleeds help will be a diffieult
admission for the machq, puerto Rican male. .

. A successful alcoholism_ program for Puerto Ricans..calls for vigor-
ous case finding with cooperation from familiei,.employers, clergymen,
etc., who are able to put pressure on the alcoholic tothelp motivate him

,,.
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to seek heI. Within the context of machismo, it can be emphasized that
it is manly to control the alcohol problem and not vice versa.

Finally, the Puerto Rican taquet is 'a familiar reaction often precip-
iAnted by poorly repreued angnr after a family discord. Often misdiag-
posed, the atiRue is a hyperkinetic episode, including a display of
histrionics ok aggreuion on the pnrt of cJit patient, and sometimes
'culminating in a stupor. It is critical for clinicians to be able tcs differen-
tiaie an ataque from an epileptic seizure or other pathology.

former patient who was subject both to epilepsy and ataques
reported that, during the epileptic seizure, he lost consciousneu,
sometimes bit his tbngue, became incontinent and felt sleepy and
amnesic after the episode. In the case of the ataque, a prior emotional
upset would usually elicit it. He would become agitnt,561, would cry, and
would feel like running away. After walking aimlessly about the streets,
he yould end up at a friend's hoMe or a bar, kicking the furniture,
flinging himself about, and possibly fainting at the end. Though ataque
patients may sometimes claim so, as' a rule, they are not amnesic and,
upon closer intetrogation, can usually remember what took plice. There
are obvious manipulative features and secondary gains from an ataque
since the patient can express his hostility without o ers holding him
responsible for his behavior,.and he usually manages td mobilize friends
and relatives to his aid.

In cases of temporal lobe epilepsy, distinction becomes more
blurred. However, as a tule, the ataque behavior is more complex,
charged with greater affect, and usually provoked by frustrating events.

Other Cllnlcal Issues

Many of our pitients, especially those with the fewest social
resources, present with a multiplicity of problems, and often appear
helpless anddependent. They turn ,to the clinician for solutions to
extensive personal entanglements, redtápe. complications of social sys-
tems, or extreme misfortunes dealt them by life. Responses by clinicians
feeling overwhelmed and imPotent in their ability to help, or misgiiided
by fantasies of omnipotence, can vary from ,oversolicitousness to anger
and rejection. Cognizant of ,the selationship between social conditions
and psychosocial functioning; we do not hesitate to assume an advocacy
role in behalf of patients. Helping patients with tangible, socioeconbmic
problems can be an entry into treatment at a psychological level.
However, social and economic pressures transmitted to the therlpist by
the patient should not obscure the need foi psychologkal intervention.
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The issueOlthe use ofparaliFfo eutonals has become one that

almost implicitly enters into any diieussion on mental health and
minorities. For Puerto Ricans, the in ous paraprofessional has

raITopened doors to sen;ices otherwise, den .1 em by virtue of.language
and culture barriers. Our concern is .that paraprofessionals receive
adequate training and ongoing supervision for their assignments and
that they be complemented by bilingual-bicultural, professional staff,
We are aware that the scarcity of professional staff qualified to work
With Spanish speaking patients can easily result in the abuse of pars-
professiónals through assignment to them of excessive clinical re.

sponsibilities.
Tte dilemma of possible overburdening of our paraprofeuionals

reflects the failure of training programs to prepare Anglo clinicians with
thte ability to work with Spanish speaking patkents. We have ,had the
opportunity.to test two different models for using paraprolysional staff
,itt mental health serlices. In one model, atter a period of inservice
clinical training, paraprofeisionals are given the responsibility for
primary patient care. They receive professional support and supervision,
but they'are the "therapists:" In the second model, only the 'professional
staff have'responsibility for patiens treatment. Professionals are assisted,
by piraprofessionals, mostly in the area of dealing with community
resources...Tbere are advantages and disadvantages in hoth cases. In the
first m'odel, bilingintibbicultural. staff are used more fully, but therein
lies the danger of their being abused when given professional responii.

'bilities withotet adequate training or support. In the second model; the
professionals and paraprofessionals try to meet all aspects Of patient care
through a team approach. The cost of this model is higher, and ii also
maintains a iigidrole definition for pacaprofessionals.

A 'striking commonality found in the course of taking a history.on
our patients is that of early life deprivations and loss. We encounter
numerous examples of women who sought escape.from,the harshness of

their iivecas children by entering into early sexual relationships With

men *who later deserted tbem. Adult life, including migration and
., experiences on the mainland, often perpetuates the deprivation that is
clinically manifested in patients who reveal depression, low self-esteem,
sense of distrust, difficulty maintaining longterm relationships, and
craving of Oral needs, 'The.prevalence of consensual unions facilitates
impermanency pf comptitmenis between men and women, in turn
affecting family stability and creating sittiations, of parentai deprivation
for children. Nurturance in childrearing patterns is often inconsistent.
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Oral neas may 'be alternately deprived and gratified excessiVely. In
addition, parents tend to foster depentret 1 strong oedipal ties with
their children, Such practices are kn In potentially result in the
developtlent of oral and hysterka malities (Maltberg, 1956).
Extensive studies by Wolf (1952) and Green (1960) aelcribe in detail the
prierna of childrearing and other cultural influences on behavior and
are helpful resources for clinicians looking to better understand possible
etiologkal configurations in the behavior of Puerto Rican patients.

Stereotyping of patients should be avoided, Patients present
themselves at different levrls orego development and with a range of
requests and expectations. Many patients Prefer intermittent.contacts
over an extended period of time with easy arena to services at times of
crisis. To insure flexibility and responsivity in our teryke, it tat initially
designed as a "walk;in" clink. HoweVer, we soon realized thaPemphksiz-
ing "walk-in" visks did not encourage longer-terfit therapeutic relation-
ships. Our clinic has evolved to seeing patients on &Annular appointment
.basis while maintaining flexibility in crisis satiation's. Rather than any
particular treatment approach, it is our opinion that th'e personal
qualities and special skills of the therapist will determine the ;uccess of
treatment.

The importance of espintisma as a source of help and support for
the mentally ill has been emphasized by many authors.%Attending an
espiritismq center does not carry with it the stigma orreceiving psychi
itric treatment.. Certain authors haye recoMmended including mdi-
genous rolk healers in mental health programs (Garrison. in press; Ruiz
and Langrod, 1962; Torrey. 1969). The Lincoln Community Mental
Health' Center in the South Bronx is having a positive etperience with
folk healers and utilizes them directly in their treatment program. Ruiz
and Langrod (1962) reported that mental health professionals, observing
the practice a espinanno, were impresied with. ". . . a built-in
'caretaker' system, capable of translating stressful events and deviant,
behavior into acceptable explanations for their.occurrence and offering
specific remedies for ciiping,with them [and-P. . . therapeutic value of a
set of behefs that provided social suppOrt for persons undergoing'
emotional disturbance.' These investigators have developed inservice
training to familiarize their staff and ,folk healers _with each other's
practice and propose training, folk healers as a meankof incorporating
thenfas assistant therapists in mental health centers.

Open collaboratiombetween folk healers and mental health profes- ...4-

sionals remains, controverlial. The subject provokes heated discussion for
and against its merits among Puerto Ricans. Decisions whether to
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invOIve espiritistas in mental health prograMs will be dependent upon
the irevarling.climate of the individual Hispanic community and the
.pitchiatric settihg: Degree of receptiv0 may vary between comniunities.
Our own reservations stein from the ambivalen'eattitudes of some Puerto
Ricans rOward espiruisnla; concern that indivicluaTS strongly involved in,

a religious faith may feel offended jpy an official enclOrsement Of
espiritismo; and the preference of many patients attending centros to
keep their visits a private matter: :Re*arch is needed to clarify those
circuniltances where folk liealers Might be most effective and Where
they would be less id, or everi contraindicated.

.Concluding Remarks
-

There remains a challenge to comMunity Mental health centers in
=, the 70's to insure relevancy of their programs to targeepopulations that

are ethnically and culturalli diverse. Clinical training programs should
give/ a higher priority to the study of social ancl,..Cultural factors in mental
illness, to the develOpment of cultural .awareness,, and to principles of
crOss-ctiltural therapy. Cross:dm; i"nd cross-ctiltural.misunderStandings
between ethnic-Minority patients arid Mental health professionals will::

.otherwise continue tosimpede effective service delivery.
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A COMMUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM -FOR THE

:SP,ANtSlt SPEAKING POPULAVPN IN CHICAGO:
EIGHT YEARS OF .EVOLUTION

, - ..i.

Moises Gaviria; `0 '..i.,. -,,., t, , . ',yr/Albert Vazquez
. . ,

, Pablo Holguin - Mary)Gentile. ,- Jofin Tirado

.1indei 'ihe aegis of the war against, poverty of che 60's and the ;

.s..° ce..miarkituhi4 Mental Health Movement, mental health services bec '' ;, e'ti

i...actessible tot the first tprie to Minorities inAhis countO.t
.. , .

After, the. Black population, persons of Spanish sPaking origin form
the largest Minority group in tlkis country, with 9.6 milliop people (U.S-,--

,. Census of Population, 1970), or roughly 5%'of the-total population. The
i...- four major SpanishSpeaking-grotips are the Mexisan Americans or "Chi-

canos," the Piierto,Ricans,' the Cubans aiid large groups of Central and
.outh Americans. Of these groups, the Mexicanl Amerieans are the

r largest in number, with 5.5.mi11ion people* (U.S. Census of PoPulation,
197(i), largely disseminated across the southwestern states:

a\- In' ilie:::icip.kof Chicago, a cording to Che 1970 U.S.' Census, the
Spanish 'apeakink OFIqation 247 Alit which ,cepresents 7.3% of .the

. city's total, popidationYt.hicaifi'l Spaiitih.'SYleakink.folialatipn, Sel:e5ted
.ttatistics, 1973):

. . ,. -

!-*

The unique linguistic, social and ciilturil characteristics... of =the
SPInish speaking populatiom make the design of 'mental health services
a difficult task, reqUiring new 'models to be .developed- and evaluated .if -

: services.. are , t.O...,;:be relevant..;, There have, of course, b.een previous
..

...'...',:;."(44)eiimentalanenta1 health pitgrahiii, wilif*haire',unitrshalleil coninjaw , .
,

,., . .;
..r:.!'r.. .,xesourceS .to relieve social streiSes:' and' effect igstitntrOnat.ohange `.

iiii"..a0-54kliren.S 1973)7.- Many have used ,hilingual staff,;?'Walk-in
clinics, .edUcational 'and preventiVe;programs (Aiad:Ranroe and Bo}ice; t' ... ..

19(74, and indigenous nonprofessionals' hoth as merttal 'health worker% -.
(Reiff and Riessman, 1965) and as- social change agents (Schenstil,..'

neral systems model. based.
1. network" (BOtt, .1957) is -

Of Miami, 'Department
.of .f.sythilati.1:(W,eiSkinlin.19737-,-.Weidlian,:.alid F.,ngland, 1973 ;, 1...efleyi.,..

..

.." :, i: :-.1. 7'.1*,' . ..`. '1 ;-:.' 44 `! ' ! :!' . -.' .'. '14, A . ,, : ,.!: .., '.. ;.'..... t
. ..

.. .

"4 sEdito note;. hese ;figures:. ar dipu,feci;lp roViiy (..g.., I.J;S:.`.Cernr4iiiiiir.r, ,...

ofcdr..Etitihti; .1. 15: .and :'.are'te ',grow unklefeAiinnates a 0.i.: 'aeiu.p.1
. . . 1 .. .,

! mkteitter of Mexica Asneiici.ani. .,.. .. "`

., 4 1 1: . . ,
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1975). Nevertheless, a comparatiye evaluation Of the different theoreti-
ocal modelS as well as their-implementation and effectiveness is.yet %-65,

(lone# _
The authors present the 'developmental histyry of a communitc

Menfal llealth.program in Chicagq,. Illinois betveen 1967 and 19715:
ipyer tfns eight o ear period ch6ges in the political clintate, community
'awareness, federal support, institutional' control and ethnic distribution,
brought about a metamorphosis of a program emphaiiing tiraiiiing and
research, into a coriamunity progrAm serving primarily a large popula-
tion of Latinoesidents 'f
Developmental History of the Program

, . ..
The Community Mental Health Program at the Westside Medical

Center in Chicago beganitt eight year cycle of funding in September,
1967. 'This grant was designed and submitted by a task force of
personnel from the various university and state Mental health install.:

.f, tions at the Meclical Center. The grant linked, inpatient and specialized
psythiatric services at the Medical -Center' with outpatient clinic "out-
posts" located in each of the three major communities in the catchment
area (Freed and Miller, 1971).

'o- : 5.The catchment area .o`f the' cor-tifinuniWmental health program was
..w. .

kkated djacent t? the Medical Center and covered an aiea approxi-
mafely 1 square miles ;oil. the west 'side of Chicago. The population of
150;000 'wag cOmpriseci'of 'Latinos (primarkly' gexicans, ,.51) percent),
Middle Europeans (primarily of Po4sIk.a:na czedipS14akkart,descent, 30
percent) and Blanks (20.p.ercent).,, \ -:-`it.:!' , ? "!?,',:'i.

The gotals of, theprogram, ap taken from the ongina 1 11? Oposal were
to provide-services for threOcomnpurnties in thei.catchrhent area, to.

' en"courage,!"COMmunity . participatijart of residents in the ..ev'ents and;
decisions of the Program and to faCilitate community organization and
other activities which can prevent mental illness. The provision of
culturally relevant care to the non-white, non-Middle class residents of
.the catchment area was strongly related to the assiimption that social
arid cUltuxal factors played a key role in thechildrearing process and in -

adult peramality functionink. The- arigi441 pipppsal stated that cOm-,
`'.. rummy ,.areanization shoyld -be ainied..,at' the' ...itAitizosidni of, the,

.;
..' acrgruntinity to 'serve as a qo.§it..,ive psychitric ,reSouree, and as al' suppO, -...i

.'systerri. ibr: *ective; socialqunctio4iiii'ArA ime'rltal,health (Freed and ' .

;
'Millers 1971)'r . , , . .,,,. .: , '

. . II
r /*,-;.
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Structute and CompOnents

The Community Mental' Health Program, like many institution-
based programs, was divided into two primary programs:, One compon-

: ent-consisteeof inpatient and speeiahzed services located ln the-Medical,
Center while the other component consisted of three outpatient, outpost
cliz4c,s which provided the heart of the cominunitY odtreach tef psychi-
atric serviCes. The inpatient'qnitiof the program .was set up in a sepatate
ward of a psychiatric institute deyoted to training. Before the inception

-44 the'COmmunity Mental Health Program few catchment area residents
r''4,4c1 accesi, to these psychiatric serv,ices.

The aomnitinity-base4ortion of the prcigram was initial y p anned
-

ct include five outpOst clinics, each staffe& by full psychiatric teaMs of,
psychiatrists; psychologists, psychiatric Social workers, other ,mental

. heakh inpfessionals, and a few paraprofessional cornmUnity workers.
The outposts would be located in theSlack community, in tlie primacily
'Mexican community located in the east; and in"ittie Middle European-
Latino .cOmiriiinity ;located In the western portion 'of the area. The,
overall program was to be under the Community Mental Health
Program; director whose central offices would include: administrative
personnel and a research evaluatioti section.

The program began with the opening of the otttpost -clirric in the
. 18th, Street Mexican community in December, 1967, and was`kimedi- e

ately teset ty problems. The staff, comprised mainq of re.nglo'females,
. soon iscovered their' limitations in.dealing with residents 'with ,whom

' ,ilieY'.,coald not c&municate and who shared few of their concepts
.

,:.,
concerni4:bealth or psychiatric serviced. Rather Akan initiate dforts to
develop:hew, .and cukurally relevant therapeutic programs, the 'staff of
this Outtip'er,etrlated froin their community orientiation and stayed with
tradkionat psyqiotheripeutic techniques. Coinciding With the opening
ofttht'elinic;Inpattents froin the state mental institutions and patients
from tbe Medical Center training institutes were transferred to this new
comarniinity facility. As. a result, while little communication was being
establishes], with, the TMexican community, the. Community Mental'
Health Program staff became busy providing 04chiatiic seriices' to- a
chronically Jill middle European populatO of recently -aisc harged
patients,. Qile others in the program sougist links to - this newli
deVeloped C icano community the outpdst staff in this early perickl
remained itoNtgd, from commiggity contacts and underutilized by

Jcomrnunityrreiidents.
.

A ,
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SubcoOtracte for Service

.Early- in 1968 a clinical outpost . was established in the Westside
Black coMiiiimity. The outpost was staffed by some Anglo social workers
from the Original 18th Street outpost and several part-time .Black
therapists who were drawn from other social service agencies in the city.':

' This outpost .was estaklished at a time when two Black comniunity
organizations on the Westside mere befinning torice their criticism of
hea4h and other societal institutions, and to demand partiCipation and
cOntrol oVer luimans service rerurces irr their comMUnity. Shortly alter
the .1gack COMMUnitY outpost 'was estathished, these :two community
organizations confronted the prbgrain eaministration with demands .fer,
an, all Blar* staff and control over the funds and direction of the .
progranis in their Iwo segments Of the.;nelii, Westside .Mack Cortimunit
(Pk, 4964; xehiston, 1968): They felt the itaff of the Community
Mrtal Health Program did not have the necessary experience to treat
the residents in their area. They demanded that local people be hired as
staff members to deal with the problems of alcoholism and drug
addiction. Negotilions between program administratiOn and leaders of
these two commuruty organizations were filled with tension-, confronta-
tional rhetoric and physical threats: By late . spring of 1968, the
CommUnity Mental Health Program Moved to resolve this ,confrontation
by developing a sub-contractual relation" in which the two ,Black
organizations would: receive yearly stipends to provide mental health
services. This subcontraceual relationship ,was maintained thrtlughout
the ref of the-program with one .of.r.tese drganiiatitini,:While the other .

dMpped out .of 'the mental health bUsiness after the third contractual
yeir. Thus, unlike the '18th Street outpost and the one that woiuld be
set up in the Middle' European-Latino community of 26th Street, the
Black outposts established an independence both administratively. and 4, .

structurally from the rest of, tbe program (freed,1972),
To .comOtetetheiorigirral design of ihe COmMunity Mental bleali

'Tzligranti thdlait .7oUtpOst:iris eit*bliihed' hvie6940. predOminan
,

Middle European:but inCreasingly Latino, coMmunity on 26th Street in ,

'the western section of the catchment area. Several of the social workers.
.from the 18th Street outpost were transferred to/this 'new facility, 'while ,

'other Mental health professionals were added to the staff. This otitpot:
soon began o Confrbbt the very sanie problems thati .faced. the .18th
Street outpost. HOMever, in the'case of 26th Street, .eva-greater ethnic. .

;. *liversitY .10cie many of thec.!,prOblerhs-more serious .. pispensine- of 4.
. .

'Medication ansl4he aftercare:of.tpatio6 became thE primary.. actwrties . ,
for ercrenp... .

- .
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' The program was hesetJ,y a range of problems idthese eadyss years
which relatea not only to the coinmunity outposts, but to the overall
structure and organization of the program. Th various cooperating

,:initiiutions in the Mlidical Center had identified,
prograips which coincided with service goals of the Co
Healthf Priigram. However, the director of the Community
Health neVer had line-staff responsibility over these c

' ents, since they remained under the direction of the particular institute's
administration. A. a result, the Community Mental 'Health Program
director had budgetary and supervisory responsibility over 'the outpost
staff and a small core of central administratige and resaarch staff only.

;,iPrograni-wide policy could therefore not be established by directive;
. negotiations with, and the consensus of other mental health institutiOns

. were mandatory. As a consequence, inpatient services, specialized units
and each of /the Community Mental Health Program, segments began
miring in separate directions.

:Applied Research and,Com Development
_ .

DOcember of 1968, arch. component was established. This

of their owr(
unity Mental

tal
pon-

r%unit, primarily of anthropologists, was to collect information
bn cult al and community dynamicof the catchrnent area which
would help the program develop new treatment modalities an+structure ,,,,

5...,. orryelltaliye adlyities (Saiensul,, liK2)). However', the rgeaklf unit
,

fdimd that the program staff was nOt particularly interested in suCh,
information since they did not see it as providing assistance in day-to-day

74.
,

.se 'ce activities. The' researah staff then began eitablishing themselves
as' a research facilitY for the community They Provided information , 1
helpful in the development-Of new .resolircesIn the community. Several

,

it pe,Latino stafarom,the outposts iti colrahoratiotVii* members of '4..

:14 ,

thevesearch unit:, became' intimately involved in community action and
development in early 1971. As a resuk of this collaboration ,. an ififorgial

reventative arm" was established qp the program. Ms,mbers of the
nit and the outpoit stal.whn were less direcay,involved With '

'beg participafe in community meetings,.. develop.
projects, to suppOrt community positiOns and

in the planning and establishment of indigenouSly-
grams and act as advocates for the. community in various ,

and social agency settings. These/ efforts, linfted
increasing -effectiveness ?and activism of- Chicanci community groups; .

resulted in the establishment,'of :a range 'of coMmunky-run programs
anti a significant increas.in,coininunity poss;er (Scheasul, 1975).

t 'car
ition-gat

grant proposali
- controlled pr
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In 1973, the first test of the viability of the outposts making-iv the
present structure took place. It was at this time that the federal
governinent made accountability a major concern. Pressure (the possi-
bility of discontinuing federal funds) was applied by the government to
form a monitoring board to centralize planning.

In response to these warnings, a management board was created in).
August of 1973; This board consitted of .,17 members with voting rights;
nine df these 17 memberi (three from each of the community areas) were
seletted by local advisory boards or temporarily appointed by the
outpost chiefs. The remaining members of the board were diawn from
the institutions at the Medical Center.

The Last Year of Federal Fonda

The Community Mental Health Program management board met-.

on a mohthly basis from 1973 threugh 1974. Throughout this planning
stage the aituicil dcalt.most significantly with the diversity of concerns,'
'biases and 'levels of organization present in their respective communities.
A tonOderable amount of time was spent in dealing with issues of
autonomy for the separate outposts and their respective advisory boards.
Actual plannini was, therefore, greatly impaired.'

.

By this time the program had experiencea a number of changes and
continued *to be4tagued by a number of probleMs which it had
experienced from its inception. pie 18th Street outpost hada Chicano,
director and the majority of its staff were Latino,. The 26th Street,'

direVor and Was tryañ 46 reorganize <the
d p hiosophy of the 26th. Streei ;outpost, which until thenAre

: . irrefeyant to the cothmunity to lr served. The day treatment program,.
'T a new proiram iupPorted by the university and placed under partial

council control, was sharing the same uncertainty regaiding funds fct
1,975. The research team which had provided the much needed
technical ,assiatance tO.,various progams, and which "had functioned as
the ."preventath,e arm" of: the prcgraitc, was losing key staff and was
iinnpletely dissnOated -with :thv, cli*cal; segments of the progr4m.

.- Finally.; the ethnic 'composition of the service area had changed, with
the Mexican community_ making up almost 70 percent of the popu-.

, I
In late 1974 the community members Of the board joined t ther

6 = tn plan tor the spin-off year in which the. Federal' Government wo
discontiihke funding, and in which the State Department of Mental
Health (DMH) would assume finandial responsibility. This group was
able to get the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) to agree to

40



turn over DMI4 monies that were being ;given to one of the institutions
to operate a day hapital program. k

One more Problem' existed. This board hid to centralize admini-
stratión and planning of services' or DMH would not fund the program.
*Since this board was made up primarily of three different communities
(two katino and one Black) for which services were to be planned,
centralized p of-services for these ethnically diverse populations
appeared ountable. In addition, the Black members viewed
themselve4 as a coalition grouln, whereas the othr two Latino groups
viewed themselveainvolved in centralized planning. It was this issue thai
precipitated tliedissolution of the board.

In May, 1975, the members of the two Latilio Communities
incorporated, as the Pilsen-Little Village Commurkity Mental Healtti
Center, which was subsequently given a DMH grant to provide mental
health services to this new service area. .

The Nees Proofern
-

Presently the organization operates two outposts, the day 'treatment
prograne and an administrative ccimponent. The two outposts are

. providing outpatient services, including short-term psychotherapy, crisis
interventionit group therapy, family therapy and medieation. TIteyJare
responsible for the outpatient and aftercare-aspects of treatment. Staff
is composed primar4 'of paraprofessionals, with professionals in super-
visory ! -

The dai treatment program is seen as the second line'-of treatment,
. woviding ,a therapeutic milieu in' Which clients_irnproVellheir skill; 'or
(learn' iieiNtilis in C'emmunity living. This prilitatri attempts to provide.
an., alternative to fUll-time hasPitalization for 'patients who lanpot be
managd on an Outpatient basis.

. The central direction Of the service aspects of thepiograM has come
under; the resPonsibility.of a clinical dir&tor whof,works. closely with the
coorainators of each Of.the .three clinical components of the :program.
Tli e: eaecutiVeirlirector, the clinical directOr and tbe 6Ordin `tors Of the
three cOmpOnent programs work with the community board t plan the -
philosophy and the direction of the program. At present time, the
program is three months in .existence and attempts.to reflect ommunity

.

concerns. the Bdird of Directors are representatiVe of the community
seivetrand are growing in terms- of understanding their role and respon-
sibility to the. community.; While clinical services.'ate-ieentrally cool-
dinated, problems still exist among the dieferent coinments. Although.
treatnient emphasis on 'iftercare follows .the funding.-guidelieries, the
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47,

. program-is trying to reinstate the preventive arm anti is seeking funds for-
a range of 'preventive programs which include: a mother-Infant proT
gram, a program for senior citizens and child abuse and alcoholism
'programs. Health and mental health care services have already heen
merged in one health caro center. The staff is mainly bilingual and the

- caseloads reflect the ethnic makeup of the community.
. What is still lacking is a research component, not 'only in terms of

Program evaluation, but also in terms of a social science approach to
coMmUnity Mental health. Linkage with °the back-Up institution, the
integratiOn of apprOximately 50 _percent new staff, and the uncertainty
Of.funding rePresent some of the current problems faced by the new

PrI?gfam

Conclusion

In rviewing the developmental histdry of this progranl, it seems
'; that each stage took a particular philosophy and structure to its end

point, setting up a new process and also leaving a legacy that was catried
over to, the next stage. Each phase contained -contradictery alpects,
producing tension, conflict and inevitableChange.

. The outcome of this eight year dialectic process included a change
the tittchment irea to be served, -a .movement from a hospital-

centered program toward a community-centered prograin, a inodifica-
tion ;of the staff composition from Anglo professional towartl LatinO .

paraprofessional and professional staff and frOm a nonexisting
board toward a community board.

40, developing mental healifrprograms for Spaolislf speaking pop-ula.,
tion&I historkal analysis of the different-forces involved, their contra-
dictions and tensions at each- stage of ihe program, will be extremely '
-helpful in redefining goals, shaping strategies and providink enough :
flexibility not only for the survival of the program; but for its further
growth. ,

Z.....
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PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES TO PUERTO RICAN
i PATIENTS IN THE BRONX

. ..,-
Harvey Bluestone Beatrice Purdy

The methods by which/the heeds of Spanish ipeaking patients who
require mental health services fr6i hospital which has predominantly

, English speakit1/4 prófessionaVpersonne l will be described in this paper.
) The Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center is responsible for the medical and

psychiatric -care of the r idents of a cominunity for whom almost no
. other Serviees are availabl

This co c aracterized by the following: old, deteriorated
. hOusing with a constant influt Of new residents, who are in the main

young, poorly educated and have Minimal job skills; the area is almost
- berth of all cultural institutions and has minimal publiC and social

services; there are few mail boxes on the streets, few banks, and the food
stores have poor quality maTandise and higher prices tthan in other
areas,rof the city; and there are few physicians, few lawyers, few

At.sguntants or other kinds of private professional husinesses. However,
aespite this lick of services; °the residents- of the area are reluctant to
leave theit immediate neighborhood to seek these services. Many of our
patients .haie never been, to Manhattan:, This is due to fear, ignorance

...- ind the high cost of public transportation,
*The . educational slitem is characterized by deteriorating and

vandalize buildings, demoralized teachers, rapid sta turnover, a,highff
rate of dr outs, ahsenteeism and truancy, and low levels of reading
ability..

It ts an area characterized by a high incidence of juvenile delin-
quency, venereal disease, out-of-wedlock births and, infant mortality.
The rate of- juvenile delinquency per 1,000 ypuths in New .York'City in
1970 was 10.1;. the. rate of juvenile delinquency in the ninehealth areas
that we serve went from 73%1. to 146.9 per 1,000 youths,. The rate of
venereaVdisefse cases per 100,000 in New York,City in 1970 was 447.9
cases. lp, the nine health areas that we serve, the rates, ranged from
591.0 to 1;683.9 cases per 100,000.. The,rate of out-of-wedlock hirths for
New York City in 1970 was 22.9. In the nivihealth areas that we serve,'
the out-of-wedlock percentage of live bin& ranged from 17.8 to 55.2.
The rate of infant mortality in New York City in 1970 was 2.1 percent of
all live births. In the nine health areas that we serve, the rates of infant
mortality ranged from 1.5 to 3.6.

r.
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The area is also charactenzed by, a high incidence of. assaults,
muggings and murders; Residents atthfied to leave their homes. Fire
is a cornmon 15iCcurrence.. whole bl ve been burned out. In
general,' the area looks hie a bombed out nropean city after World
War II.

The. Department of -Ps5ichiatry 7'of The Bronx-Lebanon Hospital
Center has been inoperatión for 10 }iears. During that time a wide range
of services has been developed including an Outpatient clinic,:, a day
haipit4,°' an inpatient service, an alcoholism program, a court consulta-
tion service arid training programs for mv:fical ancients, psychiatric
residents, social work students, nurses and paraprofessionals.

We have repeatedly had to answer the- question for ourselves, our
pOtients and studenis: How call, a professional staff that is not. eonly
.primarily nglish speaking, but predominanity middle-gasS:Arnerican

° in 'culture, relate to and meat the Puerto Rican population for whinfi we
ire mandated to provide ps/chiatric service;/

Me *Ash to 'discuss in this paper factors we consider, important to
"birirreto the,awar#ness of the "American" therapist who treats Puerto
Rican patients. These include: (1) language, arid culture; (2) clinical .

Phenomena; and (3) implications for patient care and staff training. .

Language end Culture
. -We have studied in some detail t of air interpreter/translator

M diagnosis and treatment of Spanish speaking patients (Blueitone, Bisi
and Katz, 1969). We retogniie th ficulties in making a language
adjustment can be connected with broader emotional problems of ther .

individual which relateto phobic avoidance of the enviroriment.
Due to the size of the Spanish speaking patient load and the smaller

umber of bilingual professionals, we recogniie the need for intetireter/
translators as an important answer to the langUage barrier. ,Rec'eritly,
the availability of bilingual professiOnals, however; has lessened-depen-

-
dence upon untrained translators. These paraprofessionals hive-emerged
not only is cocheripists, but as individual and group counselors. .

Yet exper1n4 has shown, us t,hat priorityonust still be given to
increasing the number of bilingual ionals'viith advanced degrees:
We would rather be' accused of being elitist thkn of maintaining that
paraprofessionals can do all. The elinic patient should ,have the option
of calling upOn the expertise of the professionally trained and experi-4 .

, eric1.ed clinician. Means to accomplish this do exist, for example, in the.
. selerc4on.. Of psychiatric residents, in opening traditional job lines to
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qualified applicints holding advanced degrees in allied disciplines, an
in informal and formal Contacts withprofessional schools.

We have observed that avoidance of learning English by our .

patients suggested brOader emotional problems relSfed to phobic 'avoid,.
ance a the environment. We alsn recognize that, for some, holding on .*

to Spanish is a Means of tetlining Puerto Rican culture and identity.
Sociopolitical factors may be as influential as psychological factors.

Perhaps the "American7 clinician who can 6est treat' Puerto Rican
patients is the one who finally realizes that the Puerto Rican culture, is;

, is e hirti3O-0
differentit is not "AmericanZ and that-it not only
times but frustrates him in h practic and may even cause
in his diagnosis. If he can recognize that he has to learn, and r

lytheh he will fina,his skills can be more appropri
add that'a clinical service itself must go through t
can provide the cliniciariwith the opportunity, and the impetus. to16-n.

There are several cultural aspects that impinge on the deriVery of
. Services. First, is Spiritism. We have reported bn spiritism as we haxe

experienced it at Bronx-Lebanon (Bluestone, Florei, Pullman and
Purdy1972). We came to:realize that many of Our Puerto Rican
patienti either were currently, had been, or would be in "treatrtient"
with spiritists as well as with us. We have-realized that we must redefine'
the elisting criteria of\ pathology with regard to some of ouf Puerto
Rican patients as we wU discuss later. We would also recommend that
psychiatric clinicians c4ilaborate with spiritists when feasible. This last
Suggestion does not a4ear to be so mach a clinical problem as an
administrative/philOsop cal problem. What we really have to handle is
our own antipathy towatds dealing with the occult or toward those who
do deal with it.

Clinicel Phenomena

Clinics delivering services to Puerto Rican.patients must 'be aware of
the nature of the ataque so that patients do not suffer a faulty diagnosis
of epilepsy based on ignorance of what is witnessed or what is described
by others. Also, being aware of the strong possihility.of such an event
allows the practitioner to handle the occurrence expeditiously, botb, for
the patient's sake and for others who may be present and become
upset this is _especially true in waittpg roZorns, in terms of family
dynamics and treatment:the qtaque has beenleen to be an effective and
agessive defense against psychologically threatening material,that,may
be resented by other family members, and a means of exercising
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dant* by' .producing guilt in otfieri. This is a' peculiarly fetnale ,
.t.

phengnienon.-
. . ,Ancliiori .4ilycinations also take on, or perhaps kise, a )certairt

,
significance When,one fit' aware ,o.1 spiritism'. It is suggested that when

i. the vOices.;beard are those` Of, the. dead, nr fa-filly members, friends or.
relitives,Iiiit the infiuence.'of spiritism be eitplored.7with the patient.

. .

More often than not, such halla-cinations are not .psychotic symptoms

' 'ilia Are relateli to the patient's belief-in spiritism.'Mosv of 41; relate it to
hysteria:: scope of La prefer to relate to it ,as a.product 'ofa.kultutarface. 3

'-' In either case,. thE patient 'is, protected. froth the . misdiagnosis Of l' # ..

schi.
,

zophrenia. .` ,-. ... .., .. .

The last factor we wish to 4-fiCiiss under clinical phenomena is that
of 14-motivation- fetr-,suicide 'in many of ciiir Puerto Rican Patients,
'PartiCitlarly-Avothen., We have becoMe increasingly aware ,of, and

,
..

- ImpresSed by,Lthe number of Puerto Rican patients.adrnted following
suicide attemp.Wwho demotistiate no true deptession. Rathir,Ii is anger :
and fruitration'that has no acceptable outlet or means of resolution in
. . .

terms of the environment or culture.. Time and again the case history
'repeats the theme of mistreatment, real or exaggerated, at the hands of
the liusband, lover, of children. This is generally complicated by the

-. theine, oi problems with welfare, housing, etc. A number of these,

patients become chronic suicidal risks in that theY'ften make suicidal
aitenipts in response to such pressures. Yet, when they tecover from the
overdose of unspecified pills-the common method-no evidence of
depression can be obtained. Suicidal threats and/or gestures become the
vehicle to convey this family member's message to others.

If ie are correct in the above hypothesis, then inCreased involye-

mentwith the fain% would be the ansWer to repeated hospitalizations as
the diagnosis would be family or maritpl discord rather than depreision. .

implicatione for Patient Care and Staff Training .
.

) 7 There are othe'rimplicadorisifor patientMare inherent in the above

discussion -Whicihn not necessarily relate directly to diagnosis and
trektill*In the practiCe of spiritism title mediuin generall.bels the

,prOblem immediately, provides an acceptable explanation for it and

gives the patient a concrete, action-oriented treatme'nt plan.

- We, in turn, should not hesitate to give, advice and . direction-
.

patients usually come .expecting this. Interest mnst be demonitrated
.:... "concretelf. (a letter, a telephone call,) "these not only denionstrate

interest, they relate.in a real way to dur5catients'lreal'problems. -
fla
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, Good clinicians never assume they understand i patient until rhey

r, really do. Larigpage barriers and culeural differences make this princi-
.1., . pal àVen more importarit. American therapists shoUld know that they

.

may ell be vested with power and authority that they are noe aware of.

P

They. _ay be expeettd to understiand or comprehend factors that may
k. 'not have,been..revealad by the patient:"This is baied on the Puerto

Rican patient's reepect fift authority whch is generelly greater than that
1 avel.age American.' . ....40', . ..., t '

e Spknish word respect; cannot readC". be translaied into111),

Engliih, but once the 'English snialtitt..therapis has,..elperienced the*:...

meaning of it he will realize tkieregitece.and,coutteey miss be inheiene
,

hihifivork with this group of fiafienti. This is not only in the matter of
. , ...being on time oi using proper forms of address but, ,most important, in

letting one's own hiTianness meet the humanness of the ot4r. .

It is 'our belief that 'students of all. disciplines 'receiving traing ii1'.
\ Oich centers as Bronx-Lebanon should have seminars the -'

should siire$ be inchided% th'etiraining,of psychiatric residenti.. The. .

Rican culkore and community as past of their regular currieuliim. This .

pottaatifofispecific interviewing techniques should be demonstrated
srthem

Ongoing educational seminars should also be, offered to regular.
st , for it is our experience that %`...fe all tend to forget Tattorewhich are
i. rently alien to us and revert° to manners and methods 'perhaps
Pe nally more- familiar. Case presentations and...patient care- itself
shou d, of course, make the urifamiliar more personally ours .

conclusion, we believe that psychiatric services to puerta Rican
peopl rtrii*k.allov; for ada tation to language and cultural factors,
which ',14.ti4n will affect the interpretation of various clinical phenom-,
ena holds speCial significance for tbe training of mentaNiealth-,,,,.
workers ho will be treating INprto Rican patients and for the' "

continued atvareness requirid by those currently doing so.
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SW.1E:DIAGNOSTIC' AND POGNOEXId. SURPRISES
IN SFANISH AMERICAN*VATIENTS 11OL6RADO.

4
p -7.1a

Edward G. Long ', Richard Hoed

,

r ThOnlaeRadInsky

The NorthWer Denver Comm4tinity: Mental Healtb:.Center is a ve4
s large and heavily utilized orianiz'arion Which..4s responsibility for the

- .
core city pf Denver, Cplorado. Its -catchment area manifests most of the

t, problems currently being experienced in many large cities throughout
theVnited States. °

Nationlly. the Catchment area ranks below .*tik 10th, percentile in
etonoinit and social st'atus and between -.the 10th 'and: WihverEeiitiles-

.

e ucational attainment. It ieofficially .designated as a 'poverty area
. .

and, exhibits a high, degresof famili disruption, övercrovidivg and
resitlentilrinstability..W.hlrous one of the uation!s '4torious "hospital -I
without waits," in that literally thousands of ei=gtai146spital eatients
were placed 'in dilapidated boarding homes an'cr personal.- care homes
when the hospitals began to discharge their 'chronic patients in. the
1960's. The catchment area is of particular interest in the conteit .of

Ail symposium because it also includes a very large nuriTher Of Spanish
iiieakingri Swish; surnamed .personi., To be exact, :3,01percent 6f our
20Q,000 residents classify themselves as Of Spanish origin.

Fatunately, our Center also hai a highli 'developed Research and
Evaluation component which not only has aimpiled several years' worth
of voluininoui statistical data, but in addition has been something of a
pioneer in the field' of outcome evaluation. ;Sherefore, we now find
ourselves at a point where we can begin to look at differential data
relative to utilization, diagnosis, treatment careers and outcomes of
large 'numbers of people of different ethnic groUps. This paper will
preserit- a few of our preliminary observations and some conjectures'ks to .

. what clic* might teach us about the mental health needs of the urban
4,_ .

. Spanish Aimeripan.
First of all, .despite,, periodic coMplaints from Chicano spokesmen

that the Center ha& an Anglo image and will not be utilized by Chicanos,
the actual percentage of Spanish surnited persons. in our annual
caseload Of f2,000 patients is eltremely close to,their -representation in
the catchment. area: 28 percent as compared 'to 30 percent in the
population. This ictually represerhs a relative 'Overrepresentation of.

5 0 RNA('
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.
t Chicly°. compared to the other ehnic groups bpcause the Spanish
amed population of Denver inclpd'es a Mitch higher percentage 'of

than either the .Anglifs or the Blacks. Children of all ethnic
groups are grossli ungerrepresented at our Center, which is true of most -. .

Veinal health cent throughout the United States.
mgr. we 1 'At the ..iniensity of treatment Seiliices cerve ci

r ,

. °wirer, We see q e'd'different 'picture. Whereas c t a 'our
....-., -.< 4 0

outpatient, art Spanish surnamed, only 20 1)ercent',:of Ourl atie ' Ve
.4 of . that grup. Whitectend .to 'Ail , overrepresented on the inpitient

sevce. and Blacks iiebtir in,proportion to their presence,in ;he general
',Ovulation, about 10 percent.

..: ; 'In the outpatient Service, Spanillh Americans'. tend to 'ha,ve tihorter .

treatment careers; it being twioe as likely for an Anglo or Black to stty in
trea*ent 15 or mgit visits as it is for Ole SpInish4merican.

Helping to account for underutilization of ixospital services as well
as briefer outpaiient careers is astnitingly lower incidence4 Osychosis in
the, Spanish Aderican caseloads compared to either Angloskr-alicks.,
Amiong ontpatient,...,Itctiizbphienia accounts. for 13.1 percent Of all'

,.. Aiiose. kinong 'Whites, 13.4 pertAt among Blacks, And only 5.2,
riertent anajhg Spanish Aznericans. Mcohol'ism is by liv the most
common priniary Agnosis for our Spanish Ameri9ip patiMIC but jevevi

,.. wpen both AO :, and drugAddicticiirdiagnoserare snbtracted.from
...our caseload, le g only the more traditional psychiatric diagnoses,.

sichizopbrenia occursin the Spanish AmeriAn ciseload 'only half/ii often
as it' does among the other two ethnic groupi.. Oiher psychosq, which hi
our system would Mean manic defiressive disease and .depressive or ..

involutional psychosis,. are even less prevalent, oecuring Abont one-third ,

ii frequently as they do amnng Whites' or Blacks. We have only recently..
..beconie aware of these facts,. and we cannot account for them. Perhaps
, members of Ibis symposium can ,offer us 'tame insight into these i

. ,

phenomena.
.. We are-currently hypothesizing that another fd which helpfto, , .account for less prolonged treament careers ainong nish American

patients is the much greater stability of their family structure comilared
,to either Whites oralacks of our partiCular community. Patients without ,

family rootk and those who,have recently been ejeeted froi; a.family may
.. tend to develop more dependency on mental health 'clinicians and may

also present With adjustment problems which, are more difficult to
resolve than is' the ',Case with patients who have a. fan:ana'r base of
vperations. Whether the larger and more coherent families in the



aking cbmilinnity also have.something to do With the lower
dence of psychosisoin our faeloaj1a npt clear.
We'have also begun to notice som interesting differences in -the

tome of treatment of Spanish*Anieric ns compared to. the other two cl
.L..1 .ajor .ethnic groups. Our Outcome esuonnaire, Aadmihist red br

specialy, trained interyiewers 90 days after patients enter tre ahem,
meiiures several different categories of functioninfin.additicin t client

'sadsfivEtion. Theso include psychological distress (Which enibraces both
'.4enlotl41 excess and psychosomatic symptonsi), ksolatinn frqm family,

frori.i friend's, Uncontrolled aggreisiori, non-productivitY, legal
diffiaulties, public system dependency, alcohol . abuse led dkig abuse.
Scores foreach category have been standardized aiainst a sOmmlmity J.

norm, and 4re comillired to scores of intake samples.which are takeni at
jegulaf Intervals

Some of the differences we have noted are these: Spanistspealdng
males have better follow-up scores than their feritale counterparts. This

..is not Ira of the other ethnic groups. Spanish American females show
t . more pshological distress, isolation from fciends and non-productivity

at follow-up thaikany other class of- patient. Poor,' mitcome among'
Spanish American fanales th pirdcularli strildrig in those With a primary
diagnosis of alcoholism-

Also, as might have been deduced from the strong sense of .family
aiziong Spanish Americans, those who are either unmarried or separated

.har worse outcome scores than single paiients of the' othr; etluf
groups.

.With respect to two other :variables, Spanish -Aniericans are no .
differentirom other Americans: married adults show better-adjustment'',
at follow.np than single adults; andt overall Ingoome in all kindi of
patients varies directly with overall incOme. Tffeii, 'all other, things,-;str,-
being equal, poverty correlates ngitively with mental health.

There ire many other ,quesiion4 we are now in a position to ash of
sour computerized data banks: Part of our motive in presenting' this. 7;
'paper here in Puerto Riccr,r0he hope that, this pirticular,audience'xan
help us conceptualize .w,10-those questions migfit be. At the Mbnient;
however, we already gt four answers which only raisemore questions.
Workink with a patient population' of 12,000 per )fear, 30 percent- of
whom areSpanish American, 60 percent White, and lepercent
we have found the follbwing: (1) alcoholism cite- alcohol abuse is:the mat'
common presenting problem amonk the Spanish :American taseioacil'i

correcting for alcoholism, the. diagnosis of schizophrenial.(2reven
A '
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y half aa'ffiqdilidtt bi the Spanish American gfoup as itt does
'White or Biack;ciaitaid, and other psychosq are tven less

Common; (5) averaging all 4iagnosd, Spanishiimerican female patients
an1fest theJeast desirable tre .tment outteinlite.of all bgroups categorized

byse an4 tinlid-niigin; and ( ) a (Pain* of fcohaIismjithh
Mierican 4male seems to havek particularly poor progasis,;,,. .
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100ORTANCE OF A COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH 'CENTER
IN &SPANISH SPEAK:MO COMMUNITY \ ,

unityVeit4iPbealffi centers have been in existenc&since the
ály es, However, only AS recendy as December of 1974 did the

ad** Institute of' Mental HeiNt, in cOnjunction with, the State of
Michigan Departftent of Mental flealth and the DetroitoNarte,County
Col*mtini,ty MentatHealth Services Board, provide the necesiiitzi funds
to 00}11 a community mental health center in S iftlivest De

in this paper I will deicribe briefly the c unity _tal health
eme and its components and the general chcateristi of the Spanish ,.z

speaking community where this CenteeAlperates- In addition, I will e*
illustrate the sigtfificants cli events Of a young Puerto Rican who

Ciptoximately, 10 yeah' e state iristitution,, and his, transition
tefacility to tce-co "ty mental health center.

The Connisunklty Mental u th Center and,lhe Community
aq

The Soithwest Detrsit Community Manta! Health. CenterlirOvider
Elk basic, services lo the community: (1) fOur sltelliee clinics for

.
:

editOeent,trealment dispersed throughout the geOgraphical area; (2) a
feay.tment service Or day hospital, which provides viable alternatives
to total hospitalization; (3):a 24-hour emergency service, whieh is located
at the local General Hospital; (f) an inpatient,service'(6)da consultation

,
and education service that highlights the ethnic needs of .the community ..1-"

and aftercareAervices to the commimity; (6).and fostei home placements
and home visiling. The Southwest Detroit Community. MentaVHealthe,,

- - .., .
-. Center has been Operating effectively since JanUary 1975. 4. r.

SoUthwest- Detroit- is the' oldest rction of the city; it is Vibe
Vet:rail originally began. Hisiorically, .this %area of Detroit was be
itamigraat !!receiving station" for. all into the cifyito
'Detroit. A significant number. of Maltese, ithuiniins, Hungarianii,
Italians, and ',Polish,tiMello Qzis ; country and. settled in. Sonthwein ; .

Detroit as first genNtifikUsithriitigiafits. With.rapid dustnalization and
'"pl.,i9retie.--eyese gitihis Volred to the subti,e3s a now tie Black and . \
..)1patliih speakink flopulatzon arepreddninant rn.4us area.

louthweit Detroit is * depressed,declinitit a suffering from Ike-
cusual ills ,oksubseand d; overcroioaed housing ibijil.i underemploym4t

if.
atc well us uneMploym t andiow average likoMe. These factors create .

. and foster a sitUation iri which. severe emotiOnal illness has tiaditionally
:
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4.'
,flou'rishett, The resultant sensf of isolation 'from society and feelings of
impotence from, not being able to change one's kifestyle provide feriite

, < . ,
nd for social . trfanizaltion: drug abuse, crime, suicide.'and

,

treme emotional d ental illness. ..4. .. (
07 ()Chet contributing factors add to the sensewtif deterioration and ...-.

. -
decay in the coinmünity. Schooling is inadequate &rid teaching methods
are ineffectuali,dropouts inerease daily; home conditions are typified by

si. Cramped litring...quarters; inadequate lightiror and poor 444ition all of
70'. kvhich creite insurmountable barriers to a motivating Ill stimulating

lelirning p'tmosphere; The all too scarce -playgroutitir and outdoori.,

- recreational- areas are poorly maintained. Creative and supervised
recreational programs suffer continual budget cuts. The lack of such
programs increases the,Inonotony, dissatisfaction and unrest, among
southwest area youth bliteq unskilled woriers fin'd themselves phased
out of jobs, with litdeqiciPt of new employment because of thr.age
Boredom and futility become their daily burden. ..."- ' 5- '-

: In spite of the severity of social, economic, physical and mental
health Problems, the psychiatric .services, before the creation of the
community mental health ceifteil were notably deficlerir is- well4as
poorly adapted to the population.

..

Wtie,Detrolt Spanish Speaking Coinmunity
.

The Detroit Spanish speaking community is primarily centered in
the southwest section of the city,, It is comprised of Mexican Americani-,
Puerto Ricans, Mexican nationals, Cubans, Spaniards, Coldtribia44'..
Bolivians, Central Arnericans arid others. Culturally the membtrs of this

\ community, especially those of' the older generdtion, speak §ioani h as
their primary 4nguage and meet dayte rlay needs in their self sufticient -

'iliarrio of storei, bakeries, dance balls ,- bars and harb,ershops. Th e area.4
-,

'. iii;ieral Latino political,, religiou.and social orgarnzations, prow_ ing ,4*

fraternal exctianges. Families are large (with 'a meari of three.childre ,

often extendadlid generally cdhesive:, , .
During the Secondrld War, Puerto Ricans were brought to Mi h.

igan for crop-picking in ihe northern part of the state. They-were un ble
to provide transportation back to their native country, awl the-Catholic

' church brought themlo Detroit, settlingthem in the southwest area.,,,,
The predominant Mexican American populaqon includes!. iliosi,..

' who were litirn in Detroit or have lived in the community, severaltyislm.,;: ,..7......!
recent.Immigrants 'from Mexico, seasonal farm workers from tei\tas%

. Ohio and Illinois other U.S. born Mexican Americans who moved td .
Detroit to worldn automobge ;factories. Many tvbo are U.S. citizens.



Or permanent residents speak 'of Mexico as their home. They, frequeAtly
travel tikere to visit family 'and friends and return to Deeroit to earn mbre
money. , I .

-.Many of-the soutintest barrio residents tome to Detroit from rui:al
4ii,all town bickgrodids with little educatio'n and few skill% They

a willingness tO work ,ing hours at jobs ixf hard pamiiirlabor... : ,,,A,

urpriaingly, such jobs are.orted noe available. 4 94. _

' Most faMilies are very religious', maintain tiea with the Catholic
if...churCh, Penietostal, or other Pxotestant churches. At the sari* time;

, L. ,.
.--lolk medicine and the use of herbs and teas for treating both Phiisical

and emotional problems are an integral part of die..Latino culture and
'Are retained to a considerable degree within thebatrio. ..

,It is obvious itiat the socioeconomic .statio of barrio residents as
well' as the additional variables of cultural and language differences
suggest deep problems. Latino reaidenti, unable to express their needs, .

'become fearfA suspicious, and 'aistiustful of the veiy agencies that are
i trying to help. then,

, 7..:,,r.:-g op,
i ., '

:, Description of a Clinical Case

rt. M. is a 367year-o1d derto Rican man, Who, at the age of lyz.
came to the United States llowing his older brother who had immi-
grated thg preiious year. D. M. is the'sixth of nine children. As a child
he experienced depnvatioi and rejection. At the age of 1 Kis father
died; his 46ther subseque tly,married a .man Who had a large number
of children.' It appears t .t'his.,mOther felt,thit in crder to make room
for her new.husband' ch ten sh'ehia tosciurFfcr own, children to live
with xelatives. D. M. spenrhis adolescent '3Ta 'Avifb,;ehis aunt.. He

pped out of school in.the 5th grade, ani'PbkAP.a,..variety, of odd
. Mainly farm work.. ,

141- r

D. M. did not have any difficulties% in "Piielto Rico; ae far at
ndiadjustive or psychotic behavior is concerned. He, had adjusted
Marginally to his environment. He held second and third clasii jobs (he
workied on the land). At,times, he would .get drunk and fight with Mi.
sisters' boyfriends because he felt his-sisters were being "bothered" by
them. Upon studYing his life- in Puerto Rico, it becomes evident that
D. he did not exhibit any abnormal, behavior that might have suggested

,

a schizophrenic proCess. '

D. comes from a'poor Tamily-04 lived in.a very deprived rural
'.afr.c* of the island. His briither decided ta come tiiPetroit, to work int,he.
fattories. A year later D. M. also tame, with a friend who spcmpAd,
part-of the trfp: D. M. kneW. Very littleeEnglish and diddnoi.have_any.
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inehniaal skin* that might tlInaSompete in the Detroit job

t.

Ingaritet..A yearjater, howevel,' e was ab e to secure a,joh 'its a frOgr,ant
'worker in Romulus, Michigan, one of the rural agricultural communities

sr Detroit.
During the next Ave years D.M. maintained some semblance of

stability in his life. He was able td save enough Opney to move into a
rooming house:He had some friends and he was even able to establish a

relationship with his girlfriend.
:4? At the age of 22, D. was informed that his inother had died,

and it was during that period that all his supportive defenses felted.
D. M.' began drinking excessively; he lost his job; his girlfriend aban-
doned 10; and he broke his rclationship with his brother, who was
extrema), unset at witnessing D. M.'s regression.

. 'Six months later, D. M. was apprehadell.,br plOr Detroit 'Police
Department on the comRlatint of hisk former 144,,,444le had broken
into his forme% rooni41:***4gwas discovere4,"sleeping n his bed
after he had been evicted. V:. M. wp found 'guilty, of the charge of'":'
entering a dwelling withoUt the owler's permission. He was to be-
sentenced.to SO to 90 days at the Detroit Hotise of.Correction. The local
priest interceded, however, and arranged an alternative tO confinement._
Ht offered to attempt to rehabilitate the.patient, to place himin a
.Ituerto Rican environment, andeto find employment for him. ..7he
probation officer took the patient to thevriest's church, ancf,..akt liey
assetthuhurch he noted that D. M. wat crying. D. M. wee Aireased.
d wcnip not spiel( either in English or in Spanish%

About nine *deys afterthe patent went, to the rellabilitative facility,
it was leported that they prilacl.:40. nothing with;him ind that he was.
"talking screwy." D. M. Was ilierr taken to Detroit General Hospital to
hfirocessed and committed to the State Hospital.

I would like to, pause h re and consider with you what I fielieve is
the ibest learning experience hat his case offers tis. If there had-exAted.-
at the time *of the deco pensation that 11. "M. suffeXcl., a nod
community mental health center` like the present Detioit'facility, the
Crisir & Emergency services as well as the Day Treatnient Service would
have been able to effectively treat this patient in the community irth
much better results. D. M. enteted the staie system at the age of 22 and
at the age of 35 was released to be treated et the local, community
mental health center, in the Day Trtannent Program:

During the firit three'months in the state institution, D. M. refused
to 1 He had no desire to relate to anyone He exhibited a marked

retardation. He would get up in the morning and sit in the



.;

COMO' of the ward watching other patienti and staff. When he' was
presied to talk, he would yell "I can talk t leave me alone. He was
diagnosed catatonie schizophrenic and a pha.jor tranquilizer was given.'

Iti;e months 'after his admission he tatecit. "I feel better now and
would like to go home and back to wo ." Thia plea, wilich is clearly
rfglateret In qie nursing notes, was not h

ually, the pitieht began to socialite with other patients. Hir,.
would llot talk, but Would participate in acOities. He Would listen tri,
reeoklis and dance alooe, and Woutliq'respond sporadically in mono.
syllables: les, no orti'dori't know." kis psychomotor activity increased;
he would spend much of the day walking around the ward "making
soultda

Ten months later, the patient became "increasifigly agitated." He
was conztandr talking to and touching patients arta staff. H was ,
transferreek to, another building because it was felt he need0 longer
hospitaliaattgin since his hehavior had worsened. A clearer piciure of the
patient'S ConditiV6rtis needed..fle waJ therefore, interviewej (for the
first time), by a Spailish speaking psy#40iit who, irridenially, felt Oat
D. M. was paranoid anck dangero41 phihig*the interview, the paii4t
clahned that his ring and his eyes 'were endowed with.strange powers:

...-Ahe patient was dliagnosed to be paranoid schitophretaic, and Major
deinquiliters were increaied.

Five years later there were several attempts 'to discharge D. M. and'
transfer him to A convalesient home or family care home, but each time
hereturned to ttie hospital because he could not cope,with the stresses
and respohikilities of the outside environment. Eight years later, 'at the
age of 30, the patient was transferred to one a the Family Caie Homes.
Acccarding to the medical notes, in his third-week of living in the home
the patient .fell Or ws pushed froM the third floor balcony of the hoMe.

. D.-M. had multiple:fractures in both legs *Well ai multiple fraetures Of
the spine. He was taken back to the state fa6ility and stayed there for
two years primarily for medical reaions. 4

At ihe age of 35f.p. wt. was transferred o the Southwest Detroit 4
Community Mental Health Center. He has been witlkapproxhnately
she ;months tie is a patietirin Vie Day Treattzient Tivice, and his

yrimary therapist is bilingual add also a native of Puerto 'co.
m., tame to us' extremely guarded, suspicious an distrustful:,

ery 'goy& he has been developing A better relations with
therapist. He has been able io share with hjs therapist his loneliness, the
hardships of his life and the various traumatic eiperiences which he has

'suffered.
' I
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kin pigticipatet millingly in 4iffirent activities of ,the service. We
mffceid that his involveme;it with ihe staff and other patients hu,

ind his tuijolciousness, his ideu of referedce and grandiose
Atiedittelts are progreuivelyiVanishing. Recently, he expressed the wish of

,leanting to read g,nd,w'rite better English and also to be able tot work
t'qiedayandbeIelf -sUfficient

.Rehabilltation vIli mite a long lime. It will be diffiCult to er4se 13

of institutionalizalion. I
...i

'Discussion -, .A. . I$c ...
tq 1. t

,The case of D7M. provides still More evidence to support the
.concluilons of clinic investigators with regard t9 the ,impact of mental
'illnetiron lower abcioeconomic or minority groups. Many Inveitigators

Fk. javilound that individuqls from lower socioeconric grourisxesponcr to
sires* with greater Ment41 imiiairment (psychosis) than do' those Aim
Other. more privileged groups. Wheit an individual from a lower
socineconomic group,is diagnosed psychotic, he often rentains in the '
halo:cal for a longer ioeciod oit4ime and receives almost .'exclusively ,

, scpmyc treatment. ..V.n4mIler of-a more priVRegeditroup, on the other
hand,' is more likely to be treated as an outpatient ind 4 receive
psychotherappi . , 4

The itriking, feature in the particular treatment of D. M. is the
tritis'.neglect of his psychological needs. It is fcliffiCult to realize;thitt

. , .atdurinith liars his ckdtuial.valcies were not recognized, and that
' there was n ih whoni le could communicate meaningfully on a
perma'nent b hie.; pative language. Ilence, this cue can be viewed,.;
as an example of the necessity of -strilising culture) background as i .

factor in the successftil treatnient iikrthf mentally ill.
Finally; an issue ,that remains finresolved is the effect of tht

-community merital health model on the relative succest of the treatment
of- the mentally 111.. Up kg what point is Di M. goiwto imprive? We do:
not know: yhaf we 'do know is that he 'seems to be happy, he haX an
interest in Us future, and he is ,establishing meaningfuand 4111610
relationships with people in the community. I think he is beginning to
realife now that there is hope Of crystallizing those' dreams born oil the
idand-while'he was preparing to leave for the United States.:
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'WHY WE IMO NOT SETAILISH A SEPAIIIATS COMPUTE
PeoammA FON $PANIIKIIPIAKINCI PATIENTS .

,

,Ane Aiiders ;Nisei Pailadi

-- John Chats! . Roger Peels
.41*''4/

Par several years there hive 'been varioni 'pressures on Saint
. Ilikabeths HOspital to establish separate services for Spoil* speaking

----Pitieriii:11111 pressure is probably felt by manr mental Itegith servkes
ind it may be useful to explain why .we did not do so, pen though the
HotPitars, Act*. gliperintendent Jf!" initIiJy. strongly in fiver If
establishing sus& a program. -

Eitablishift 'a special separate Spanish speaking service had an
appekl to the 'Hospital.' It vas felt that to- approPriately treat Latino 10

patients, the -staff Involved in theirs'treatinent should: (1) have in:" /4
7 In detti liikowlecigi of the languagep culture gild acculturation piob..

(2)4rOxide ;real:tent a the problem hi a -family framework; ande-1
f,(S).assiit in the tieillopme of community supportisystems around the

client in tiostment!he rraabpa for;tbis appeal, centered around It sense
that the skills necessary .ti'llteniiide ,all services shduld be Utilised :in a h
man,lerrnta,ieculturally sensitive andepeciqcsily responsive tO Latinos.

flecent reifearch findings have demonstrated a . high Vegree of
psychosocial dysfunction amang Latinos.. FrequeritlY. this dysfunction-
ality appears to result from, or be prjOiCto, stresses and demands of

.f acculturation and immigration. -,aiieralk, these stresses ..ancl. conflicts '
are found at every level of the social ecology, between Igatino'systems-'

,and non-Latino systems which, are culturally insensitive to Latino vaittest-
e . and idiosyncracies. Most often these acculturationar stresses becomt. tt'

minifest n conflicts within the extended and. nuclear Latino famitves 1/4

leiding to AN disruption of these, families and, thus, ta the deitri
mty,supportrilitift4.

Latino indiyitjuil of any age.
Hlstaricaly. Latinos have 'relied on their extended and nuclear.

families' rather than on otber 4ocial institutions for the fulfillment
most needs. When these families become disrupted, not only does the
pillar of the Latinos' social support network crumble. but.tlso fondly
members usually fail to seei. assistance from social service agencres.

The services presently offered by a special separate Spanish speak-
service should have, according to Szapoeznik and Scopetta. (1975):

(I) psychosocial diagnostics and evaluations; (2) crisis intervention: :
t.
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reisirreferral; (4) individual therapy; (5) family -and marital

; grouri'dierapy; (7) community interielition services; and (8)
unseling.
ere have been many studies done on the general issues of

tukation...... NI, relation of the bilingual individual to his social
4!

int- been interpreted in terms of the group identifica-
on problenis of an individual who potentially belongs to tip language

es,ahd,, hence, t6 twosoCieties.
bert et al. (1963), who conducted a research studY with
students resi g in Montreal in which they were required to

French only fo : Weeks, fOund thai subjects' scores in both
authoritarianism and e were higher at the end df the course than .
at the beLning Titeie results were interpid by the authoie as

caung Ihat , e introduction o .a new system of ihinking, represented
a new language, Produce& feelings of alienation, dissatisfaction and
Otional cOnfusion. It appears that the subjects attempted to rechice
-tity, by adopting a more authoritarian orientation, but this was not

, too effective, as is refleeted in the evidence of incieased anomie.
Bilingualism becomes an even more drarnatic factor in terms of the,

purely therapeutic relationship.. Speakeri of different langelages tend to.
.talk abOlit different topics -and seem tO have different atiitudinal and
;emotional responses that niiay be found in, the experiences associated

with each language.,
.

1 It is in the lanitiage that is learned as a child withwhich the first
!-

experiences are labeled. These first experiences have traditionally been
considered of paramount importance in shaping' the personality an&

or of indiYiduals. Expressions in the mother language are the .first
tb be rewarded or punished, and it is in this language that feedback..............4116.

is offered. This is consistentwittithe hypothesis that bilinguals have
' k

. stronger emotions attached ..to th mother tongue than to the second
language J

e
.

. Iii another unidentified st g was reported that psychotic symp- ..
tpms in bilingual, patients a f more easilY detected when psychiatric ..

, 'interviews are ctonducted in th0 /Patienes mother tongue than. in the
, .r..

second. lannage. :This v... )1...t. indicate' that the patient's more
"primitive' 4Ftiotional WIN 4 re readily expressed in' the mother'
tongue., -' . ....

.

. The-',iteeirch literature orAhe Sociocultural determinants of the
. behavior' of..bilinguAkindicates that bilinguals' behavior is influencid by

. their group identification and the sOcial yalues associated with theitwo
languages. It should, be .evi'dent that a clear understanding of the

t,
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'lingual individual's perceptions, values, linguistic, 'and cultural hiCk-;
groUntli is essential-to coniprehend.his fiehavior_as a social 1,3einkrankt as

individual.
The hanaling of persons from a cultural minority

trained bilingual and <bicultural staff to deal wit cli
lingUistically and/or culturally different and who are: expene

bleins of acculturation, such as many Of our Latino: minbn
tural relativity., and- sensitivity to ethnic diversity i a r

t ridge the communication gap4hich; otherwise,,becomesetnio tecielo
eitettive detention, client involvement and .-treatment. Being In essence.

',ail immigrant nunonty, manY.Spanish speaking have sou. CIO retdin as. .
e.Ftuch of the familiar as possible. Since Anglo programs Iave !been b

around tultural traits that bffer to a largodegree fromIliose of4pani
speaking people, these progams are in effeCt unavskila le to.,thediC

,The hospital established a task force to appcaise t. ekhoipi '

and abilityitO carry out a special service. The
hospital and found there.were insufficient numbers of nursing; isonne
iri the entire hapital to provide.the staff needed for one ward. Ins ea
a wtally separate service, the task.force recommended that: (1) Sp
spealdng patients be admitted to their appropriate divisiOns accorAng tirA.1

their catchment area; (2) a coordinator be appointee tb 4e th th
.''Spanilh speaking patient's.needs,from the thne of adMission to

discharge; (3) apVintment of the coordinator be for a n a
.A df. time (three: to six Months) in order to evaluate the effectiveness o

services; after three to sii..months, a final decision on disposition tvould

,be made;,;(4 e coordinator be not ony bilingual, but ',also bic ltural,
With tra clinical skills as well as a knoWledge. of Co p nity
resourcei;,:and (5) the bilingual aild bicultural Saint Elizabet

.
spital

v staff, who gave us, suth coMplete cooperation and offers ture
assistance, have ,,an opportunity ,to volunteer their services td the
coorcrmatOr. 9 ,

However; ihe hospital leader.!still felt that a separate:Spanish'
speaking unit should be set in\riotion and be the ultimate goal of *the

4 hospital in better serving the 'Spanish speakiog mentally ill. T
7,v'issue was taken to the division directors, 7the,Hospital's major decision-.:

maiting body for discussion. At tliat rneetiriii,,the division, director's.;
especially the SpagiSh speaking:"dir'ectorsrspolte out strongly againit
segregation of services. Reaoris given were tvkifold: (I), tO place all
Spanish 43eakingiiatients to her on One ward' wouldbe discriminatory
.(there arc rnanyttter' im patient', characteristics and inany

factbrs that )4. d not isingle Oftit the



in a society t p ii. anly speaks tnglish d has
. 0 . .

are obsta tinto overcome, not to docige.by isolatiOn.
ese stro tive reictiont, of *the °Spanish speiking.

n leadC. , ba Qwn ,and appointed a c rdinatOr. as the
)TCC

. .. ad recomixtend
gotir.a%.,..WO aspects ofuthfs cl" ' 'on thit deserve am catiom
uc firseOlice, one needs to keep in in- that the-spanistr aki4" '...,. . .

'nails:One who hs often..edjusted extremely t U.S. .
At:Saint EhzabJe flospital, . the S A spe g plbyees ,.

le 4a higher rerage ill. airt an any group . inclucting?1,',.
thus, . °thçy hav an. optinus c sense of-1 being able: ,,n4:,

. oveiéthaianiliage, and "eultural.',barri Xi; even more un rtant ..
: akpnlifOlitli'at,any Separation within Mcnehialth services y

the commiiii a' 3 '
.

.4 interest 4n, separate se
;..apparently sa enclave briititscontinunity

te..--faellities, th the mental heal
et the; tactical' of establishing a Sep .. . ..

au koal of that Spanis I aking.

aratinn shoul vokled...lf in dmibt,it.wourd appear
i* side of inte . \ ',. ',.,4'..: °

,
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.
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v
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CORKERS

MUNISPEAKING-

ii increased. interest in the:use of
taPhealth clinics serving Spanish

per is a(descnptiOn of the experience
Hlt enter;Mtere a progrard:

tir communi

The ci San Fernando is included in the
iew Cmiter llSan Fernando Vaey i

miry.
n

atea San,Fernando is one of the oldest towns in California
site of one oficilbe best preserved inissions fOunded by the
in 1797. There has always been a large SPanish speakihg

pulation in San FerparitIO. The tOwn has been ropar.kably successful
intretaining its identity in spite of having almost been enveloped by the \

'-lurbani. sprawl 'Which occurred in Los Angelei and 'the. San-Fernando
Valley after World War II: A relatively peaceful village' in the country
became part of the megalopolis with rapid, changes in life 'stile as
orchards Were .uprooted and faciories and, housing tracts sprung up in
theirlace

The titillintion of the mental health 4cilities by Spanish speaking
.individuals at Sylmar was virtually negligible in the past. Asmajorfactor
in this.underutilization of thert',Acility was the relative inaccessibility of
tie clinic. Bus Service was sci infrequent tas to be 'virtually uieless.
Appearance'of a client for treatihent who was unable to speak English
usudly represerited a minor calamitY for all concerned, becaule of the
limited nu/nbet of Spanish speaking personnel. It would have bken
simple to subscribe to die myth that there was no,need for services to die

' Spanish speaking, as they rarely presented, themselves.
The mental health clinic was totally destroyd. in the early mOrning

-

hdurs of February 9, 1971, by an earthivake. 4 few days later a still
somewhat dazed staff was dispersed and assigned to other facilities in the
county. The Director of the Colinty Health Department facility in San
Fernarido provided space for several members of the staff' and opera-

. dons were promptly-set up. Most of the clinic staff made arrangements
to continue with their former patients in the new quarters.

In the meantime, a team. of volunteers,*in cooperation with mental
health clinic gaff members, started a door-to-door survey of the area in
which the heaviest damage had been sustained. The survey was set up' to



.4determine the need.for various services in the disaster area. It also;seried'
as a.meani of acquainting the residents of the area with services whicU
were avaAabTe, such as SiiiiIrlrus-Fiess Aciministratioriloans
financing heme .repairs. Approximately 250 families were located in
which there were emotional reactions which had proved extremely
disriiptive; innumerable minor adjustment reactions were also unc0-1.
ered. Refers'als were rilade to the mental health clinic where appropri-
ate. Many ofthese affected individuals :were Spanis*eaking, and a
number of them went to the newly opened facility. Unfortunately there
was no staff, at that time, to treat them.

buring this period the decision was made to employ two bilingual
community workers: -Two 'suitable candidates were suggested by the
pariih priest and in due time were added to the staff. The wOrkers were
Lupe Barragan and 'John Hernandez. In looking back, both recall a
feelineof apprehension about what they were getting into: Lupe retails,

felt I was going into limliO; It seemed strange to be going into mental
health. I'm a better listener than talker. I worried about what I'd say.",f .
John says, "I was in.sfiock! I wondered what I was doing here since I,
didn't *know anythiilg .about it." Despite their fears, what both .did
possess.was an intimate knowledge of the community and its problems,
and a sensitivity to the needs and feelings of the patients.

At first, both' community workers spent much of their time in the
community in .an out-reach" program. 'Contacts were made with the
schools; police department, probation department, churches, comma'-

cent and' family service organizations.
. .

. Thyfe weT otcasidnal Tebuffs. One school ptincipal 'toldJohn that
wo d "prefer to ,dearwith sonieone who is not a layman.". Happily,

eiicotrnter. wt1olljiwed by suceess, it another schpol which opened
he ;ma Oxijeceti d.attteptaiice and gave the workers some local fame.
hn He zived at alocal schbol one cfay to talk to the principal" " A° ' h -}Int a time wh t e was.grave .c cern t__at a major riot was a__ut to

break out bet eeyis e'Aujos an die-Mexican Americans. Tension was
high. The st dents- had reiusedço gb-tri their classes and were milling
about the scijool ?Founds 'ready forattle.:It4was the day before Cinco
de Iayo'ndJohnpropos4 that Wei-titan flag be raised along with the
United States fla Intinedi tely aeter this was done there was a.notice-
able changt in the rrnoj5here at the scho and order was readily
iestored.

-
Fairly int g and supe as prOviae' Si.Y, the clinic

director and various tafOmembe duri e first six nt'hs. At the

e.



.
e "et/runity wOrkers were able to contribu th the under,

-:the-,'..cultural background and pressures b ring on the
,i-.-,---,, were-Lcchning_ in- increasing_numbers.Wee supervison, .,.

asie siiiiT's4checru1ed, but (he most productive interc nges Occur
ef. COniultatilms which occur aç pdd montents and du ng coffee,

'n Vie last year since I became director, I have probably
tie comMunity workers than they have from me-M4.

,

'on
0

more informal.1 intake procedure, was establishe0
telr the clinic was situated in a bungalow w e nO amour-it cit;,0?:;,

effo cpuld-have recreated tfie adhosphere of the form link building.
.

.,As time' 4.11as passed, the clinic's name and nce have been
esta6lished. Lupe Barragan has confined her activities to the clinic and

JohnI.Heinandez, divides his time between the community and the clinic._
clinic is now set up to enaCle drop-ins to be seen immedfately. 4

At the 1 ial visit, the urgency of the presenting fproblema can be
assessed 'and proper recommdations made. There is no waiting list
and therapy can .be instituted immediately. Frequently it is ,aoatter of
making a proper referral. Other times, help is needed to guide the client

. ,

through the bureaucratic maze, which. in Los Angeles, can bewilder Abe
most sophisticated. It requires considerable expertise, persistence and .

I issertiveness to manipulate the system locally, and it is easy to under-
stand why many give up in ackpair. Lupe parragan and John Hernandez
have mastered the intricacies of the system and 'function effectively as
lOcal chnblidsmen. 4

We provide a modified psychiatric . emergency team service as well.
If there is a call regarding a disturbed patient who is unwilling to come
in, John Hgrnandez will visit- t e patient at home. Usually this is donelv
with a priest and occasion,ll rs. Hernandez goes altsg. The usual

t result has been thai the patient responds by coming into the clinic co
r going to the Psychiatric Emergency Clinic for treatment or hospi-

taization. .
When it was rioted that a riumligtr, of patients whO had been

referred for follow-up after hospitaliza ot coming in for their
medication, arrangements were made h jjirst director to visit them
in their homes. This was so successful tha so-called "Prolixiri run" was ,. .

- set up on alternate weeks. A community worker accompanies the clinic.
director on home visits arid medication is taken to the patient or I. M.
Prolixin is administered. The

8
majority of-patients have welchined these

visits and have been very hospitable.' In the course of the home visits,
problems have frequently been disclosed to the community worker which

1
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kt3-itigkt. isever hive been reveal th\e clinic: Inteketions with other -
4". --:membeis ithei;tome indgo unng the visa frequently Contribute, ,

understa* nding of the pa s roblems and conflieng Thermo no
tthe treinrIent has been more efficaCious than if Main had'

tered to a protesting patient who hid been brought to the
gly: With passing time, most of the 'patients come volun,. -"

*c after theyhave become acquainted-with the staff.
dez has .cteieloped skill in working couples or

o..,are hiving problems with tine .or thore of ir childitn. ,..

born in-Mexico in'il brqught .up in this CO try, he/ li-
actio*of She children who are rejecting the old values.

paren*anthonty.
Mxs,;.Bii.TagantiS 4.1arke case load of depressed housewiv ;tilto
*tute a large percentage of the clinic population. Foriunaiely, these ...

the patients with whom shecfeels mOst ComfOrtable and works most
successfully.

'-'-`- ,- '
Both workers rePort that the most troubling aspect Of their work is

recuxrent frustration of their desire to be more helpful than they feel
ey are. The connitunity Workers joined the Staff in October 1971.

Unfornmitely, no statistics enumerating thenumlier of Spanish speak-
ing pltienti ,: .g treatment at the clinic were kept b:efore February,

1 1972. In "Feb 1972, 25 perbent of the patient visits were Spanish
speaking. In N. . ber 1972, .40 percent of 'the patient,AiSita an5d -48
percent* of the case laid were Spinish,,spealcipg: During the fait six).
months of 1970, slightly over 55, percent of the 'patient visits were
Spinish speaking. The population of San Fernando is estimated to be 49
percent Spanish surname, so our clinic is apparently serving a. represen-
tative sample of dle people in the community.

.

We are very aware that there are many Iftecis which are still not
being met. Our goal is to improve the servides to the communi t The
community workers have been of invaluable assistance in helpin e
clinic reach ihe present level of acceptance and utilization by e

'Spanish speaking mernbers of the community, and it is expected that
their contribution to further progress will be of vital importance:

In Summary, the anmunity worker can be used in the, following
p.

areas:
1. pommunity relationsto bring the clinic into the commimity,

making ihe people aware of its services and usefulness.
2. .Community acceptance to demonstrate to the community that

the facility is not to be feared, an& chat it can be helpful to
many people and groups. ry I".i 0
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with other community agenda to coordinate the
rk wilkyther indigenous agencies in the community as

ureaucratic agencia that the 041tients need, but have
_ 4'in-using:

4. Out-Reachto function as casefmders in the community so:that
thesentry imo the system by the patient is facilitated.

5. Intake evaluationto participate with special qualifications in
this procas since they might be able to see the usefulness of
other community agencies for the patient; to refer and expedite.

6. Continuity of careto 'make home visits utiliziftrelationship
therapy in this more relaxed gr less formal atmosffirre.

7. Home -visits with otter professionals, such as the psychiatrist to
give medications or suggest other treatments.

8. Group therapyto enrich the group experienceias co-therapist
with mother professionals by bringing in understanding of the
culture where needed, especially in socialization and relationship
groups with isolated chronic patients. Supervision is continuous.

9-. Individual therapyto provide sympathetic listening and rela-
tiojtship therapy unifer close; sUpervision.

. .

1.
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SUBTLE BIAS _IN THE TREATMENr-bf-
HISSPANISH. SPEAKING PATIENT

. Frank X.Acosta

.RIchard G. Johnson

ew deny bias exists and prejudgment ocpius. Saunders (1954)
this problem in medical care, and M'e (1969) in psychiatric

inent chiatosts share itirlund s common preconceptions about
le or groups of pebple rarniamoto et al.' (1967) "have nbted ind
*bett this phenomenon. Nor is rejudicte a. one-way street. Acosti

,44975.) and Kline (1969) note that( fthe;Latino patient has his own
stereotype of the Anglo.

Thus, ft seems abundantly dear that biased prejudgments occur
and affect the treatment offered, the'patient's initial attitude towards

py, and she therapist (Acosta, 1975). It has also been demonitrated
a therapist's lack of interest (and therapists are not usually as

intersted in people from different backgrounds =and cultures) affects .
whether\or not the patient returns (Kline et, al., 1974). In this study we
were interested in seeing if working through a Spanish-English .inter-

:peter led to an alleviation or exacerbation of potentiai.misunderstand-
Angs between therapists and patients.

Method

Patients were asked to fill out a, questionnaire after their initial
interview which assessed `theitlevel of satisfaction with various aspects of
the treatment they had received. A graduate research 'assistant made

,certfinlich patient receceived a questionnaire ind that it was returned.
Twenty-one patients who spoke only Spanish and'41 S surnamed
English -speaking Patients returned the questionnai . The dati were
tabulited-ancl compared with-the,roiponses of 146 c cutive patients.
obtained in a5prior study_(Kline et al., 1974): We then surveyed the 19
psychiatric residents who did the initial evaluations and Compared their
responses to the patients' responses.

Results

Both, Spanish sqrnamed groups of patients, those Who were inter-
Mewed through an inperpieter, and ihose who were inters;iewed directly
in English, appeared in eneral to be as satisfied with the services
provided by the clinic 'were a previously sampled group of 146'

'P. -c".1C7
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patients. But, Spanish surnamed, English speaking patients were notice-
-ably less pleased with the doctor's specific advice, and with the help in
developing.self-understanding.

, Patients interviewed via interpreters found understanding and:
specific direction more helpfdl than did English speaking Latinos and as
helpful as our "average patients.aThey thought they were helped and
undenitood almost twice as often as, Engllth speaking Latinos.- Patients

, interviewed through interpreters got medicatiOn more often and found it
about as helpful as patients interviewed directly in English, but both
Latino groups were less satisfied with medication than our "average
patients.

Our resident physicians consistently misinterpreted their value to
Spanish "liking patients inteeved through interpreters-. The resi
dents did nge think patients understood them, nor that they-understood
the patient. They did ;not think that _patients were eager to return for
subsequent visits. Our second year psYchiatric residents were. not
comfortable steing patients who required an interpreter beyond the -

initial interview. , . t

. Conclusions
**It seeins clear from this study that our resident physicians thi

their frustration, uncertainty, and feeling of inadequacy in an initi
evaluatitin .conducted through an interpreter, Is shared by the patient.
The physician's doubt about' his effectiveness in inother language and-
across cultural barriers is unfortunately reinforced by some well meaning

ntal health proressionals. This. outhide , reinforcement by experts
mcteases the Anglo therapist's discoMfort and doubt when working with
any Latino patient, and especially with the patient who speaks no
English. The physician, Perhaps partly because 1 feels helpless, . is
retuceant to see the patient again', and writes what seems to be an
excessive number of prescriptions.

While, most of our patients find prescrip erally helpful and
useful; patients interviewed- through an interpr medication less
helpful.' This suggests that prescription writing in be done partly
because the physician wanth to do something and does. not feel the
interview provides idequate help.

There is no question that, vorkitig through an interpreter is

diEficult, confusing, time-consuming, and pliin hard work. Hard work
..alone will not generally discourage a physician. What: does discourage sa

physician is the feeling thai. he is not helpful or effective. Discouraged
therapists lose interest in their work or become, annoyied with the

74
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iinL:DiSifltCTl!Sted, annoyed thesopists drive patients away (Kline et
1974). Even if Ehe atient wishes to continue and asks to come back,

pist who ectual tends to terminate the ,patient, refer .

hire, .or *te prescriptions. Our patients interviewed
interpreters dOnot seem satisfied 'with prescriptions and there is

here else to refer them except to already overburtlened Spanish
ilnng meneal heilthtbrofessionals4Neither course is appropriate. Our

Lta suggeiii that i return visit is the most appropriate course to follow.
Our -data does not suggest that minority mental health ptbfessionals

not necessary or apPropriate. In termi of siniple econoMics it takes
atlong to work with a patient througfi an antepreterJhi3 ,is dot

the- moat effective way of using interpreters or psychother.: There
qtestion that the minority mental healalt,Adessithial brings

ding and even special skill to the psychotheriPY .Of all
exits, t patients from his particular background. Thus, we

!mist actively recruit, encourage anctemploy Mental healthprofessionals
, from all cultural backgrounds. But until there are enough bilingual

Latino therapists to treat most Latino patients, it *disservice to tp /
Patient to reinforce the idea that Latinos neither like tar trust Angi

.10d that an Asiglo therapist is grossly ineffective in twating Spanish'
tUrnamed patients our efforts to convilCturself and Others of the .4.

necessity for mo *nority therapists, we ould be careful not to
imderminp..the confidence of existing therapists and thus leave some of
our patients mistreated or undertreated.

7 9
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TABLE 1
Percentage.of,PosItIve Response Only*

A. Were the fqllowitig helpful?
1. Arranging appointment

Registration
a Therapist interest
4. Therapist appearance
5. Therapist service generally
8. Medication
7. Understanding (self)
8. Specific directions (specific

advice on my problem)
B. Did the doctor help you wish your problem?
C. Even though your doctor ccruldn't speak

Spanish, was the InteMew helpful?
P. Would you like to have continued to see th
. doctor for more visits?

E. Do you feel the doctor understood you?
F. Did you think you understood the doctor?
G. What did the doctor do?

1. Advised me what to do
2.'GaveTne medicine ,
3. Suggested I go to another clinic
4. Didn't know what to do
5. Mainly lisfened to me
6. Other

(N = 146)
Column 1
All pa-
tients
after 1st
visit

(N = 41)
Column 2
Spanish .
surnamed
after ist
visit

(N=21)
Column 3
Spanish
speak-
ing after
1st visit

85% 92.7% 95.2%
90% 73.1% 851%
86% 85.4% 85.7%
89% 87.8% 95.2%
87% 82.9% 90.5%
83% . 39.0% 57,2%
87% 53.7% 80.9%

76% 58A% 85.7%
41.5% 76.2%

41.5% 76.2% -

73.2%
65.9%
73.1%

-58196.

7.3A
4.9%

571 .32 ://00

71.4%
76.2%
76.1%

61.9%
71.4%

9:5%
: 90.5%

_4.8%
(group)

*Column 1 lists percentage o "good" respo ses from the possible
choices of "good," "fair" and "poor." Columns d 3, questipn A, list
responses of "excellent" and "good", where possib e chbices were 1:excel-
lent," "good," "fair" and "poor.' in questions B-F, the choices were "very
much,:' "In general," "very little" and "not at all." Responses were considered
positive only if "very much" was checked. In question G, percenVages indicate
items that were checked by the patients.

8 0
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TABLE 2
Resident Physician Response%

inte;rView is 'satisfactory to me when.
English. 19 .100

the seuion more
"Enottelt. 15 79

thernseives as helped
tagbak the same language. 19 100

tients art eager to return
telling when intetviewed via a

widients interviewed via e trans-
communicate-bettor than do
ng patients.

I thittOtt: :Huts feel they were better
understodwhen they can talk tO the there-

a translator.
e seeing a patient .1n psychl-

t with the help of n tianslator.
thi initial interview. '

a:, I think I helO.non-English speaking patients
just as weH With a translator as I do English
speaking patients With no translator. (One
blank.) s "

+ Agree strongly, Agree, Agree slightly
Disagree slightly, Disabr sagr,ee strongly
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LATINOS AND BLACKS pARTICIPATE
IN OUTPATIENT SERVICES CONSUMER SURVEYS?

R. W. Bureoyne

George Walken Fred Staples
. it

. . .

. The Adult Psychiatric OUtpatient Clinic of the Los Angeles County-
psc zow .a, 1 Center ii niptled in one of the.largest m trbpolitan areas of
SpaiiishTieaking people in the world: Eait Los Angeles Tenrars ago a

-stud* at our clinic revealed that, in ongoing psych apy treatments,
:sockieconotnically deprived minority patients were poorly represented in
comparison to both, the population of the catchment. area and those
presenting themselvei for treatment (Yamamoto and Goin, '1966).
Concentrated efforts on the part Of the clinic director and staff -to
increase minority utilization of services succeeded to the, extent that by
1973 minority patients were offered and received psychotheragy in
proportion to theif deitribution in the population; --.` .

In March 1975, the Departmeiu Of Evaluation and Research Of the-

Los Angeles County Mental Health Deiiartment conducted a "Client
Satidaction Survey" at all county funded treatment faCilities. The .
questionnaire. covered the patient's satisfaction with services received
and his or her perCeived improvement in various aspects of life is a

,

result of therapy. Over 2000 questionnaires, 42 percent . of those :

distributed, were returned Countywide. They, indicated 91. percent of :.
patients were satisfied with 'the services oierall and 84 percent perceived; '..i.

their therapist as helpful (Goldberg, 1975). .
.

A great deal of effort had been expended to obtain a yalid sample
of -the patient population. A sufficient number of questionnaires were -

given each facility, to provide an adequate sampele of patients receiving
care. A Consecutive patient sampling method allowed' for ihe inCluki" Oil

of patients participating in all types of treatment modalities. The
patients anonymously and voluntarily completed : and returned the
questionnaires. The Only identifygg mark on the form indicated the
treating ageni*.

Systematic; factors thought to influence the 'return rate of ihe .

"optional and voluntary" questionriGe, whcch bias the 4esults, were:t-
length of the form, reading skill required (.74 queitions and ninth-grade
reading- level), language of ihequestionnaire, and* thvefore, the
primary and perhapPexclusive4anguage Of the patient, type of therapY

% 4-
,
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the patient iyati ;receiving, the extent of the patient's psychopathology,.
Vrious deMOgraphic differinces, and length of clinic contact.

Td determine:the ,type of patients who did voluntarily return the
form, thir Atupeekamined the portion, of the countywide survey that

: - was done at °lir cliniC,, and compard available, characteriStics of the
tpatients who returned the questionny4 to a4scollection box with those ,

Who did not.

.Method
. t- ` N:'.

N' .

. Ai they arrived at ,tilig. clinic on; March .3, 1975, 1-28 conwci46e

(....':

padents were
suey questio Oli',le 128 pitients wee Spanish speafdrig.,ry

ptiqa#1 ao,d voluntary" ,client sitisfictiOn
, .

and4 were given
,

rsion 4:the queStionnaire.. ,NI
The answers to iirey 'questions Iheliiselves remained strictly ,

. .

anonymonx. Ho 128 patients were unobstru4Vely observed .1,4'
-. - the registratipn c as- either returning the questionnaire in.-sealed ..,.

Venvelopes to an appropriately marked collection box In the waiting Area,
ot as .failing to do'so..infonnation On 4 number of possible variablesOkas..

, . , . . .

, gathered frOm records., after 'which the 'data-were .airalyzed. for sigitifl-, ,. . ,._ Icant 'relationships :between ncaracteristics orpatients who were seetrio, I

retuinthe questionnaire in the Collection. him .and those were n
..., ..--

.Results ii. ., ... 'tjt 1, ..!ii., ,-.4 -. ..i.

,. 1111.

", The. entire -sample' (N,`.='. 128) :included 42..rnen....and 65 ivoirten.. = '
, .

$#y,eight percept (N F7'...,; 61), orll; questionnaires -weie seelt-Ito be
rettirnedi to thp box, a rate of 6 pergent 'greater 'than the coUntywid

. ..y,, .,., .,

' .retUrn rate. , : , . i :- - .1 .

-
Coniparisons b4ween those who...didmnd did not retulp.4 ques-,- i .

-.tionnairps to the collection,.box were.. made on the-...f011owing- yOrialikes.:
ethrdOty, eciticAtion,:. type of medication, sex, agd, iiiconie.rtkrifal,

,..sWns,. priOt psychiairic.. hospValiiationi religion,. English orf".S.p1:14xli.
--Speaking; `-type-pf:treAtarenr,--frequeneyr-Of trPidirent , 'length:of- -treati-,-:-..-

inellt, .4tendanCe,,-.:'an4'psychiatric.cliagnOsit. ehi scfnarec=test.p. of ,sia:'
tistical.4gnificanceyvere perforMed 'utilizing alrav;ilable-gategeiries for

. each :variable and ollapsed groupings:.Of Ilic nhultkejled ',categories.
Furtheel,..the 'cornparisons Were' made, foif the entire sampleijseVaAtely,
for the,_. English and Spanigh 'surnamed sUngroup, j for English and

'Spanish. language', xubgrOup,.' for .,Pa'Ch .sex .,.' and- or each...treatment .
-,

.modallty. .: ;.. - .. .s' - , . I

,.1. hree .significantr differences ernergedr., consistently in -.. ihe total
.. ....

sarritle and :thP subgToup analyses.- A highererettirn rate. Was-Associated
...,. '.-,...,.

- / -,. .t- 80-
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.4f
minority group. membership (Blacks and Spanish .surnamed cauca-

glans), lack of high school educatiok and treatment with antipeychotic
Medication.- If ,an individual was a member ofii minority , group (a
"non-Ariglo") and hadless thana high school.educatidn, fend waS,taking

azierhor ication, his chances of returning the questionnaire,to
don ox.was- 79 percent as compared to the30 percent chance
turning' if he had none of those three characteristics. When

is broke'n down into Spanish suri)amed-, Black, and "Anglo,"

tilt persists 'as a strong trend, but fails to attain statistical
significance v /

TAIrLE-1
Ethnicity, Education, IVIedicalon 'and

Questionnaire Return Rate to a Collection Box

.Lbject Variable

ETHNICITY
Anglo (N 7-- 62)
Minority (N = 66)

'FIDUCATION
Below Iiigh school (N = 59.).
High 4chdprt above (N =.69)

4'MEDICATrON
Antipsychotic (N = 56)
Other grugs (N = 31)
None (N =40)

I I,

Rtturnetd
Not

Returned X2

37%
58%

%

38%.
%

62 %
..89%

35%

-
63t
42%

41%
62%

38 %
'61%
-65%

5.37

5.9.7

840 .

3

<102

<.02

4

TABLE 2
Ethnicity andQuistiohnaire

Return Rate to a Collectfon Boxf

Not

Ethniciiy of ubject Returned Returned

SpEinesh surnamed (N = 43) 58% 3 42% .

. ,Blaak.(N = 2.1). 43% . 5.427 ns

",Ang (N 37% .. . *63%.
.: . 2 .
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'M . .

Only eight of the Spanish language questionnaires wet-el:seen tO be
.1;;":, tetUrned toie box, while twelve were not. Because of thenumbers

it .,,inVitlited, this difference is not. significant; Spanish and Enilish question-

, ;
,,,,. naires,were statistically returned in equalyroportions4

Dlocussion

..ii

.i. , . 1
i, 44 'i
'..47

. The finding that ethnic minority patieins-eVith less.edUcation more
. 'frequently returneda long and difficult quettionnaire refutes a.contmon

, . .0 .

:view that assumes that' client satiSfactiOnquestionnaire tesearchexcludei
.the ,views ,of ethnie tnitiprity patienti. If anything,-they, along with the :
leis educated and.theehiOnically ill, reipond.more.eansistently.

,...Antipsychotic medication significantly differaleci patiehts Who '
A-hinted the form, btli assigned diagnosis. did not'1 his May be liwitise

.the assigned diagnosis lied in the 'Chart for anYone. to' -see does not
. ilways correlate,,with the'actiiil opiniol, Of die phiSician. As insurance
, tortes ',hive Oiscovered, 'the physician's, one ppinjOn about the.

presMO;ofinchosis titrioie likely.revealed by his . iise of antipiychotic
medicatiOnlIK:..

Ethnic minoilty.patients with a chronic mental illness and wito, are.

Jew educated are likely to. perceive a greater need for the. clinic. In
. ... .

actUal .faCt, they inay Lye. fewer .options. If -so, ther3re4mder more
lpressure to cohforrir and "v?luntarily" repti*4 questionnaire assessing.", -

theiASatisfactionwith treatment. Thii ccintro4, whether actual or Merely
perceived, greatly., influences voluntary fesponse to. requests -Niolkon, .,'..:
1971). .,

Inessence, volunteering .inay be viewe d as., a special type of confor-
mance.. Althotigh_it is an indlOdual act,: it. is ill fact:influenced by ,.a

....multkude of internal a*.1 eiternal stimuli, many bf which afe.essentially-
.' unidendfiable. This 74.0 .suggesis ..tha; dependence. produced by rela7._

tive iocidtultural inadequacy is 'one ,of Chose stimuli that. plicel patie,nts
.in'at..least..a peiceived state of dindhished freedoin. This diminished.

77-keeifthii-iiiiiht accOunt for.this voup's.increasedimMecliate conformity
implied:in their increased return rite ofquestionnaires.

. ... 11
As an optiOatients cbuldielect tO mail Ale questionnaire direCtly

to 'the DefiartmeM Mental Health, An ailditional.20 patients did..so.
-e;.. Although these questionnaires could not be .seiwated fioM.:those re-

iurned in the collection box, 'self-identification q$1ity allowed-Us tii,
:determine that a . slightly, but significant1..i4jr,hai r ..p.i:Oportion of
"Angloi," ..compared to ,Spanish- Itirnamed and:';:Blaks-Striii the:U.S.:
Mail to rettirn eie questionnaire..lt is, therefore, iroporWii..:Ao ijte both,.
rbethoils, of return to better aproacli .an unbiaied',iainPie:. iiid. Any...it

V.' '. . ;
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impsnallt to provide for return via a collection box at diagency, in
order-to include the, repres!tativeness of the Spanish speakingoand
Blacks.

1.
ft should'be notedAat most of the many variablq examined in this

study do not iignificantly influence the return rate-, of a voluntary
questionrire. This fact should be reassuring io thoset`i*o feelvervices
and sui-veys often exclude the population for which ther`are aimed, and
instead characteristically fall to the "silent 'majority." This siudi demon-

, strates that the ethnic, minorities, the less educatect,- and ,those "on
antipsychotic medication iesfinded inore often t'ir; a l'cOnsumer survey

and reported thht they are satisfied,with the services:
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DAY TREATMENT-OF HISPANIC ADOLESCENt
my9LVED WITH YIRE.D'OURTS

, Ii
AlyInVicturOncl

-P40,
`: 4141144 m

Raymd Manning

lioas

There is a growi ceiti about the alarming increase in the
severity and nu beto Imes cominitted by young adolescents (under
16). Acts of arnicide, tape, assault and robbery are not uncommon.
Society is faced with the prOkM of how to legally deal with these
massively damaged, -asocial_ adolescenis and also how to intervene in
some rehabilitative sense to enable them-to join societyl in A Meaningful
Way. 4 ,

'-- It is recognized that for most o( these adolisoents, tbe antisocial -

acts are the tip of the iceberg of a whole range of problems7- poverty,
broken families, inadequate housing and health facilitie's, subculturally
approVed violence and inappropriate educational programs. By the time
they becor'4'involved with lie courts, these adolescents have had a long
hitfory of truanCy, minor crimes, violent aCts anci thistreatnient. In
addition to' the severity Of these problems, faelities to deal with 'these
adolescents are appallingly inadequate.- MaSsive shortages of staff and
serViCes tead to overcrowding, inadequatc and abbreviated hanclUng 4
heie traumatized and trauma-inducing young people. The difficultieS

are further compouhdecf by exposing thciadolescent who has committed
a serious crime tO a; whole striv Of destruilve interactions via the'
services set up byythe judicial System. -

In the Sb nx, Where a majority of thc, population are 4.,
Hispanic desce e are tnassiyy problemt in dealing with delinquent
adolescents. It eh well documented that This IS an orban disa#4

' area. The indiceSs 'of social gatholot are yhii :.40 to -50 persent of

_

the populatiog are unemployed and ,00-lovelf
homicide rates 'are high. Not, unexpectedly,°-
difficulty are of epidemic proportions:- Th
percent and 96 pertent of thguvenile Cour
'the entire Bronx come froth this area.

To begin .a systeMatic Attempt to cope
. Devartment orPSychiatry of Lin4o1n Hospital Of the' Albert',Einstein

College of Medicine has institutedA prograrnswhicii we hope will develop
mtO a *del program: This neW prograrii involves the establishment of
an Adolescent Day Treatment Centtr for youths between the ages of 11

P

.itifank*rnortality, and
s of YoUth in legal
40ncy rate Is .10

es.,Tor prdbation ' for

h this problerr#, the ,
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.,- and ,15 years in trouble s
i

vitlf the law. It provides -a 1Vihole series of
i treatment m cl5cralities to deal with thest adolescents anitheir families. It

is an intensive And extensive program' stressing active intervention and
cutnmunity in'yolvement.

This program is located in the hPart of alb. South Bronx. Of the
adolescents served, 75 to 85 percent are of .Hispanic background (prim- -
arily of Puerto Rican descent). In then' farnilies Spanish is the pririlary
language. We were impressed by the fact that on the basis of populatiox
adolescents .of Hispanic background were greatly overrepresente& liy

. believe .that thA- has special significance to further understa\d ,this
first and 'second generation group.. We were thus provided with 'an z..

'exciting opportunity to examine and actively intervene in this area.
./ Clinically, the .Adoiescent Day Treatment. Center goals are to:. (1)

i, provide a, total milieu of growth, understanding and Commitment, by
hiving its clients participate. voluntarily; (2) incorporate ivjthin:the
psychiatric model a treatme$ program where emotionse.could be
brought-out expressive1y;_.(3) prOVide a stiOuctured Program to fill gaps in
the lives of its clients.; 4) begin dealing with the low threshhold of
frustration, many clients exhibit; and (5) eradicate violent behavior,
symptoms and patterns.' .

i
We use the social work model of groups ahd group therapy .to ...,.4

o enable lit to accomplish our goals.'All clients are pnt into one of the two
p gtbups which proAde them with their daily cat. In addition, thera-

, peutic community' sessions are condu'Cted twice 'weekly,_apd the clients
are then further split into therapy groups. The immediite benefit is that Y. -

. .

While-all the adolescents had difficulty maintainipg peer relatiónsrups
prior 'to diming to the Center, given such a wide rangeof grodpi, they-
do succeed in establishing some meaningful rdatiOnships,

Contracts .are established with.all the clie ttql the condi.' .0.'"
tions of their .tontibuance iu the program. T .., ..

7'
.khe

:4 : -". 'V

..,_purpose of setting up a clear, Minable set of rule 404' ts

,and.staff) are to compli-iviiE,-aiViell Ai pfeyi i cr,-

. corelie in the program. ,

,,,,71:

1. ,-.... . ... .-1.,q
.......:

A behavior modification program is esta ish .,. 4;.'POS41,34e'

.ir point spitim. Since the client's thresholti of frust ation tolerance batli
":" foe veilited and specifiC rewards and tasks, poinis are given for

ired accompli shments, while il,exative, acting out behavior does not.
estilt in theowithdrawal or elimin'ation.of points.. Many adole e ,

, -
ten frustrated with'the amount of work that they have to a

i .
ipal.refuse tokontinue `or to finish eir assignments. Rathei% fte -

?
,

04,4y what A already theirs, Are 'de for a change of :or
a..,

,.: - - . 111 ;
--,,, 86
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activity until-the adolescents are ready td cuptinue. Since many of our
aaoligweats do snot have any visible guilt feelings or iremorse over their
actions, the eliMination of points would further frustrate the adolescent
onA he calms down okii ready to continue his work,

Staffing consists not only of the usual psychiatric team p-

atAts, psychologists, and social workers, plus paraprofessional roe,Otal

health workers but, in addition, there are other major profOonal
inputs. The New York City Board of ,Education has established a special

school within the project including a free breakfast nd lunch program.
Specially trained educators emphasize individual tubc,j1 classwork. A

-V tional Rehabilitation activity program stressing con ete work ori-

eri tasks is a vital part of the program along with its coneorrtmitant
recreational component. Also included is a. community'outreach pr,n/
gram that involves hospitals, community center's, state recreational
facilities and other resources. Active involvement in the adolelcent's life
in the community is a vital partof the project home visits, rreet work,

etc. Network family therapy and various %-roup approaches (e.g.,
mothgr's groUp, children's group) are stre(sed. Liaison and/ referral
contacts have been established with the ,Family Court, social agencies,
children's shelters and other institutions which come in contact with
these youths.

Many treaknent issues of an explosive nature are coOtantly' in
.foi4front, requiring frequent examination.and re-exatnination: A very
iiiftensive inservice training prograin is an integral gart of .the ,project.,

S 'bales of contagion, contanlinatn, asocial activities, rage, he)plessness

a -e Corijstant sources of coricern;i'owerful counter=trAnsftrence reactions,
e frequently stirred up and dealt with. I

Though We anticipaied a Whole range of situations, we have
countered many unexpected probleSns and experienced so* surpris
positive experAces. We..have many colicerns about the vilEility,'an

aboat DIPilsefulness of this program. We are tnvolve;
.

zi

:constant evaluation- it& effectivenessAt-other times.weltelieve_that ,

!prograrn like ours,ap modified for local conditiong can be readily
applied in mank other settings to meet a great and growing inadequately
handled sodetal problem of die interplay bemeen acculturatioft.çI
psychosocial pathology. ... , ,

fne
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THE LANGUAGE HANDICAPPED liSyCHIATRIST AND PATIENT:
THE BILINGUAL SITUATION

A Summary of a Panel Discussion

Walter Tardy

, The problem of the anguage handicapped psychiitristtd -Patient
.

is ubiquitous. On our panel we had mental .health p &seionals from
Canacli, Puerto RkO and five statss, representing bo rba 'and rural:

. areas. Interestingly, all participants coul4 cite instan wh e problems .
in communication were major obstacles to ovgrcome.

, The most exireme- eicample Of the problem of communication
beivieen therapist and patient is when neither speaks. the other's
guar at all. This extreme lack of language similarity between nt
and treatment staff is indeed criminal, especially 'when it ioccurs fk 4*

telready limitecttreatment settings, as in state psychiatric hospitals.-
\.... HoW does thepsychiatrist handle the patient who does ot speak his 4- .

.4 langu-

n
ige u 'allt the medical model of working with apitsic patients

can be used as an exaMple. Finche therapist must underkand how the
: liPitient feels in his situation. The therapist must ve ihe ability to ,

empathize with patient, yeemaintairy own identity. When work-
ing with -the ap asic patient we write, use ture6ig1 linguage, and

-.We, tout*he patienthrough these efforts; real cOmmunication occurs.
These same p ncipl "can be used in woiking with the patient who does. 0 .

.:ot speak o r language. I emphasize touching the patient because of
_

. '1r ;Au It means to the patient: you are heisisou al., A person, I respect
. .,

yeti, you are clean, And you Are not dirilliThese are nonverbal Mani. . )

festatiOns of empthy and concern., - -,

iFort'unatelv , m most patientailitrapist interactions, The language ,,
iproblent 0.,. this ex,treme.. The therapist usualfy has some familiarity .5,.

*th-the "t1s-languageand-culture...--liowever, thepatient sould not - -,:- - -

he looke4 iimply from a linguistic or cultural point of view. In the
LbilingueksAuation the therapist may project his own feelings of anxiety -

. and inatequacy uptni the p,atien p..thafiii effect, the dilthinia is seen
'as "the,. vilent'S problexit.'4',"'"f.4-2

A-V1 :psychiatrist Ii4eiiiiir.,:cit he is co riitain, his profess ,e. x

-.111t
77:. ',if 3,

, xo lbcok Ifyond theurfacelikd explainiReinner world all" el f.,1' ,

A psychic Slity Of- the pfitient as he, experientes his culture. The psyc ,-Jt 1

-,

4 atrist si#kld fie, aware of where culture, ends and psychopathologyjlf.
pieseneAegins. Due to the close link betwe7 lariguagie a ultur if
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i we remove the'native language of the patient we get a different view or
...v his psychic reality as he everierices it. There ere Many levels on whictl'.tthe psychiatrist can cogimunli ,re with the. patient. On a cognitive level,

the veibal content of Me lan age is important. This becomes a prob-
len in, translation if the psychiatriit is dependent on a translator and
depends on the verbal content alone. At isgue is whether despair or ,
suidical-tendericies can be translated adequately. Often this is a priktem-

, when one speaks thiesame language as the patient. How manxi -'lles
have we qrstioned our lierceptions and wondered, if the patient would
really -commit. suicide. This brings' in the second' level of communica-

r don tbe' niiiiverbal, which Can bring the therapist closer to the psychic
reality-of the patient. In ,the once or twice contact of the diagnostic-
evaluaticin or the longer,contact of psychotherapy, nonverbal communi-.
cation plays a significant role in establishihg rapport. Trust and the
therapeutic alliances built on both patient and therapist work jointly on
the issue of communication. The therapist is obligated to let the patient
be aware of his lack of. knowleAfe orthe patieles language. This does
not Mean.that the therapist should shyliway'from Using familiar phrases
he doeaknow itx, the patient's language. However, he should not make ,

himself appear phoney by mimicking the-language of his patients.
.

Should the languagwaid cultural dissimilarity between patient and
therapist be viewed onlOW a hanclicip? Our panel thought not. The
tberapist should use this patient ertWunter .to open himself up and
expand level of-Awareness throkit Ms or,her interaction with patients
froM a Ulture. ....,it._,,i.; ,.

' Sothe practical ancli.imrrAia* sohttions tO- the problems of cat-
mu ''o0hetweeti P'atient and theraPitt ire' ai.follows: (1) an increase

I

1 tel number of bilingual employees in' hospitals and clinics; (2)iore
lingual tiOutlators to suOlement.the translation done hy employees on

a voluntart basis; (3) more extensive use 9f voluhteers such as college
students ai language interns who 'would get college credit for

-.----expe I ;-(4);TnetwOrkfor translation aver the teTeprione, as-has heen
labia in Sever cities with a 24-hoUr opePatiOn; and (5) establish-

, ing a ?fifer* servi and refer patients 'to piofiiattists wholspeak their
----; own langualk& -as is done by the NeW'York Coitnty District Board 4 the
' American PsYchiatric Association for its 1500 rueniliers-in Manhattan.

- ,
In the educational sphere, Ms,Percedes Colon d*ribed a training,'

,program at New Yolk University Where second-year mecilcal, students are
:offered an electilre of an interviewtkouse in Spanish that is coordinated
.with,the ward M physical diagnosis, rhti prctgram has been enthusia
tically received hy the students.; 120 out If 170 students enrolled, and it

/
* 90
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allowed them to work . more effikively, with t ,Spanish speaking
patients at 10ellevue and,University Hospitals. Dr. ictor Bernal at the
Hato Rey Psychiatric Institute' in San Ju n, Puerto co, has developed

a program- for trainini residents in sychiatry to ecome fluent in,
Spanish and to work with S aking pati ts. His program

page.emphasizes the learning of the culture as well as the
The problem of who is to speikikiat langu

"coMplex political issue. An example isll!e lan
of Quebec. Canada, as well as thetcontr versia
the public school systems in' the northeast
The role of fhe psyChiatilist, psyciplogist,
health professiotals in this eontroVersy shou
scientific studies at the highest lewl in the ef
tion on the psycholOcal development IA'
health professionalsAan ally themselves with. th
.

,
interested in such solutions to the problems of 1
cation in a larger societal context. Therapists sh

hea more active role in learn! language ot
some of the resiiii4C goly,nt.-thilix
problent of commimicati7

e and whgRA is a
political problems

I programs in
nilett;;States.
diet mental

onstrate the
age depriya-

il en.. us; the mental
educators and others.
guise and commi.mi-

uld alexpected to take
he patients, and accept
'iffeint and enormous.
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PHARMACOTHERAPY. HERE AND ABROAD:
DIFFERENCES IN SIDE EFFECTS

A Sunimary of a Panel Discussion

46, Ronald Fieve

As an introduction to the topic it was decided by the panelistp and
the paxticipating psychiatrists from here and abroad that the group
would first of al1 systematically examine the actions and .side effects of
the following major classesrof drugs, and-then sort out differences

__
between the various countries and cultures:- major ttanquilizers, minor
tranquilizers, tricyclic antidepressants, MAO inhibitors ;. lithium car4'
bonate and hypnotics. The group decided to concemrate -on whether
differences exist between cultures in pharmacological'behiiioral and
psychological actions of these comptiunds. Approinately. half of the
session was therefore devoted to a review .of psychop armacology. Both
short-term Ind long-term ,behavioral, :physiological, nOrological and
psychological side effects were discussed. The group agrtd that differ-
ences and side effects do exist, but only.* a modest degree in different,
cultures sinte the physiological effeets oTmost psychavOP drugs at&
randomly predictable. Relativelt constant behaviorarshanges 'and side
effects are the rule despite the cu ure in which the-arug is administered.
However, the psychophysiologic I reiponse \to a yen 'compound may
vary from per5on to persouyegardless.of,.culture due ó genitic control
of the.metabOlisin or niany of these substances hus a given behavioial
reipenset and side efrea may in _part depend 'c'dricentration of

q1,4,
metabolite Waite Wood, Which is genetically det siat. A few pharma-
cogenetic studies (e.g.., MAO inhibitor, tricyclic, a lithium researchy .

.. have assessed clinical reipeinses to a given class-of drug within members
. ..._of.a4given.faruilypedigree.Aesultshavethtis far suggested that memben

6 of the Same family silfferiqg from an affect disorder have similar
clinical response's or lack of response. There has, been no oirresponding
iatercultural researeh n'pharmacogenetj differences and the ?anel
proposes this'as an important area fo future collaborative research.

. .13.41=n:the 11.g. 'and the Caribbeaa countries.
With respect to 9verall behaVioral side ef&cts; the panel Was unable

to distern ally major differences, Minor differences wire desetribed in
photosensitivity, disclosthv of impotence, weight gain, intolerance to,
antichedinergic symptoms in the Caribbean at comparable doses of the

95



ro same Cbmpound used in the United States and increased likelihood of
mild lithium side effects in tropical as compared to northern climates.

photosensitivitf seems to be an increased hazard^foi light-skinned
northern:, Imidents on phenothiazines who vacation or move, to the

Darlvskinned 'patients on phenothiazinem do not -seerrnito
have _this same problem whether living in the United States or hie
Caribbean Islands.

. A second cultural difference relates to the wife's willingness to
disclose the side effect of impotence in the husband who is'treated. with
Certain psychotropic drugs. Caribbean Women appear ?nuch more reluc-
tant tataiscuu this side effect than American women, who often exag-

-prate rather than minimirle ar hide the dysfunction.
Weight gain was a tfiird side effect whose acceptance seemed to

vary with culture. kowever, tolerance for weight gain seems to be
related as much to social class as to culture.

The panel noted that there was less tolerance of the anticholinergic
side effects of the neuroleptics (OM antidepressants ib the Caribbean"'
Islands. The typkally effective daily dose of tricyclic antidepressants, for .
example, is 50 to 160 mg.. for a Caribbean patient. It is not unusuakfor
patients to require 250 to 500 mg. of the same afitidepressani in' the
United States to achieve the same clinical response. Side effects, such as
dryness of the mouth, constipation, hypotensive effects and drowsiness,
are more easily tolerated in the United States culture.

One possible explanation for the lower tolerance of anticholinergic
effects ip the tropts is the more rapid induction of postural hypotension
where there is an excessive loss of salt with a resultant negative
sodiUm and/or fluid imbalance. This hypothesis could be tested in the
Caiibb4n outpatient department drugs, clinics with ohe group of pa-''
tients receivn standard antidepressants in the usual dosage and a
control group matched for age", sex and diagnosis receiving the drugs in
doses comparable to that given in the United States, but with sodium

'iupplementAmd-greaterattentian taprecisely- controlled-daily intake-of
cond area of possible regearch collabora-..

the tropical countries. Finally, with
,

fluids. We mention this as
tion between the' northern. an
respect '.to the uk of lithium carh., information on side effects inbo
the Caribbeari i caiiviliiiigo.shie to the pighlY variabledoiage. regimens .

widiin less affluent 4uftries. 4E* thit happen to have a.psychiatrist
are ,not. likely also tet haye a pMlogist .or laboratary-readilyivtlable, .

so the -drug, is generally given,in lower doses than in the NoitediStaces
aavrithOuvihe benefit of teruin level monitoring.



I
4-4,:'440'41'"'!''.'f. :' ' ' :. .;

It was the exPerience of several panelists that:X4e'rie;'.7..is-'a .'lleed to
.

lower the lithium dosage in American patients who are, traveling in thr
tropics or those 'who exercise and perspire excessively, in the United
States throughout the summer months. Patient's 'appeared to enter into a
new state: of iodiurn balance (ince they shift climates. For Anwrican
patients %on normal salt and lithium balance in the United Sttates, this
can mean ah increase of side effects ahd even toxicity if they shift to a
tropical country and do not educe their lithium intake or.-in(:.rease their
sodium. his is because lit ium metabolism is primarily sodium &pen-
dentsui a depletion of sal for,any 'reason Can causc increases in lithium
side effe ts or toxicity.

.

Most patient diets .automatically accorninodatc.to the increase in
fluid and salt requirements, but schizophrenic and depressed p'atients
May. not, resulting in an increAsqd likelihood of side effects with anti-
depressants. tranquijizers and lithium with a given dose/body 'weight
used in'the United States; .

With respect to psychOlogical or placebo differences ("whitt account
for -26 to 30% of drug response) the panelists, reported that thc side
effects can take Any form in any patient in any culture, depending on
the personality patterns and pSychodynamics of the person and the ..

learned expectations amhat a given drug is supposed to do.
.

Caribbean patients view mental illness as something external that is
done to 'them, Ind ithey therefore find it difficult to take drugs in

44.4*-general. Once they do start to take ,t edication, like in the American
culture; 30 to 70 pelt-cent of the patients do not take the medication as

. they should. The aVailability of blood levels for some medicatiOn should
improve.this poor statistic. Where they drake medication,,the unedu-
cated from both cultures may develop' placebo effects referable to

.40:head, gastrointestinal tract or any organ systern tha the subculture and '
. family have detern-rined as..A hetpful or harmful con equence of taking4
medications. In summary*, .. commieats., of the panelists with respect ,to
crowciAltural diff'vences'aT,d ei effects of .drugs. are bm'ne out of the. ._-:.

persopl experien1/4. of the-pa pants ansl not out of any precise scien:
, ,titit study. If the reason for this joint meeting is to truly inrrease

, understanding and scientific knowledge between the various cultures,s
. then our-panel wishes to pointo ont the great urgency to teach what iS
already known abOut:. psychopharrna.cology,, to tAll the istands in the,e
Caribbean and'to eloitrage..,,tbe Latin-thing of- a n'e.w collaborative -.

transcultural research program in psychopharmacology.
: .

,
i

, .__
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, VOODOO, SPIRITUALISM ANb PSYCHIATRY

P

A Summarrot a Patel Discussion

Jamel R. Ralph

w .Aiumism and 'beliefs in spirits have existed in every known culture.
The witch hunts of Salem, Manastiusets are an example,:of these beliefs
in our own country 'from the not-too-distant past. These traditional

. beliefs are still active in parallel with other religious, philosophic and
ak.N, 'Akellrific wotld views. As a "basis for further discussion of cdniemporary ,

4011t.til) spirits, members of tlik panel visited an espirigsto temple in_ ...,-,..-1,'

Juan. During 't,ttiple visit the group was gifren the opportunit
' first hand the wTilt of an espirit;sta, with wh a case of psychic
was also discussed. This experience was ve enlighteningsince, accord- a

.'ing to the erto kcan psychiatrists in'attendance, many Puerto Ricans
ti psychiaric sylnptoms present themsetves or are taken by ..

Z
fam `members to an espiritista. apiritistos outnumber available men-
tirhealtti fprofessionals in many Pueyto Rican communities and are,

4fiequently the only help sought for emotional disturbances. ....
%.

According to the espiritista dextrine, spirits areintelligent bil'
whq reach perfecnss thro. many reincarnations,,These spirits canlje
good or evil, and-W.- affect the living. One can communicate with them
arid cause them to modify their activities 'through the 'help of a .

.. mediuma person with powers Of divination dnd the ability to contact -

the spirits. . . :

.,..'Patienis suffering from psychosomatic ailments,..neuroSes or. psycho- '-
ses will go to a seance, a ceremony attended by four types of persons: .
(1) af medium in cbarge, (2) an assisting medium, (3) a follower with..

, divination skills) and (4),a folloWer without divination skills. Theineet-
ing is opened with.prayers and:exaltadons to set ,the* mood: touring-tVe.i,

readings, mediums inay beeome agitated, grimace, bypet(!eilitkte ..eiriOr.

yawn in an exaggerated manner; this behavior eventually develops into (
a. trancei.s The onset of ltealing is anxiously awkited for;' it starts 'by
voicing a reaction to visual hallucinations or somatic discomforts. It may.
be expierienced by anyone with dMnation skills, and may refer to anyone
in the audience, . a relation or friend present or absent. The seance

z

Continues with one medium, or more entering into a tratice; searehing ,
.- into,,the supernatural for ,the4vil spirits responsible for the client's

miseries; the au4lience,exhorts tft spititt te leave their hosts. Thus, the
seance offers meaning and dignity to the iSerson ancfa way .of reaching

,.
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the symptoms of mental disorders in a socially and culturally approved
fashion.

Upon returning from the temple, a film entitled "Possession" was
. presented, which described the activities of an espiritiya in New Jersey.

Group discussion centered on the phenomenon of tspiritismo in terms of
psychodynamic theory- with particula:r emphasis on the development of a
world view and the synthesis of the self.

the practice of. witchcraft was also discussed, which in the West
Indies is known as Obeah it has its origin- hi Ashanti religious practices
brought from Ghana by slaves. The Ashantis worshiped a supreme
being, but accepted the existence of spirits which could take possession
of man, caustrig emotional disorders. When the Ashantis were brought
to the New World as slaves, all forms of native religion were repressed:
Myalism was the name given the old 'tribil religion of Ashantis. Myalism
and ()begin were repressed by the plantatidu owq,ers and white men. The
Myal leader was primarily concerned with the welfare of the community,
while the practitioner of witchcraft was empowered to do both good and'
harm to individuals,, with emphasis on the latter. Today, Obeah men
are reputed to cause and cuie illness, kill people by myriad means, drive
people crazy and counter spirits of other Obeah men.

A case presentation was made of a 14 year old Black native Virgin
Island girl who manifesteti progressively more disturbed behaviOr since
her incestuous rape at age seven. Since the patient stole frequently, her
Mother attributed her behavior to an Obeah curse placed on her
daughter by one of her enemies. The girl's eventual recovery demon-
strated how the' alternatives offered by school, welfare, psychiatric arrd
correctional agencies all had failed. She recovered following conveesion
to a fundamentalist sect which helped break her psychotic state.

Because of time limitations, the.practice of Voodoo. was only briefly
touched upon. However, it was noted that Vooloo, which originated in
Haiti among African slaves', was once characterized bythe veneration dt
snakes. Snakes were, thought to, symboliZe. the supreme power in the
world: Snake worship has almost disappeared. Ritual dancing, accom-
panied by the famous Voodoo drums, -has agsumed major importance in
modern Voodoo rites.

In summary, there was a cOnsensus among participants that a
mental health professional must know snore about an individual's cul-
tural background if he or she is to be effectbie. The point is obvious
when one considers a person from a society which has,institutionalized
'the,belief of good and evil spirits and the practice of witchcraft, but is

98.
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just as true when 'dealing wit`h persOns in the United States who are
.significanily,:though riot as obviously, culturally' different. Mental
healti.professionals Must accord respect io all belief systeths wh'icb link
individuals to socially ihatiaated world views and which provide meaning
tO their own, very human, experience.

..1
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PSYCHIATRY AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM:
THE- INVISIBLE.DARRIER

` A SO marliOf a Panel DIscdhslon

Roger Pee le
. ..:.

. The theme of our Firiel was a transcultUril study of the pbchiatric
. . . .

society and the legal s ciety.. Separating the two are barriers alai are
invisible to ttie uninitia ed, .so that botb lawyers and, psychiatrists, halve
tripped arid stumbled at the interface. Maybe there is no other area. in

. which both professions have been mare poorly prepared and nct :arena
that has more frequently made psychiatrists and lawyers)ook foolish.
Although our primary focus wag the criminal justice systern, other

.
interfaces of the law 'a d psychiatry, such as civil commitment and 4

malpractice, .contairim ny of the same invisible barriers, The inviSible
barriers cons t of four differences between the law and psychiatry:
different go,dls, differeh assumptions, different definition of lerords
and diffe nt ways of ap roaching a problem.

-. Th goal of the mental health system is the care and treatment.of
J the mentally ill, Whereas the goal of the judicial system is 'to achieve

justice. For our purposes in talking about the criminal justice system' we
identified two subgoalg punishment and rehabilitation.. The judiciil
system assuMei that it is important to exactly define one's, terins, whereas
the mental health -system may not., The individual psYchiatric prac-

,

titioner, for' example, feels no more need to define "Mental health''
before he treats than an artist feels he, has to define "beaniy" before he
can paint. The mental health system uses a iieterminisikniodel of the
mind because deterministic models provide predictability. Ofi therapeutic
interventions. Second, we do not use the concept of an evil:mind. Yet,
the judieiary assumes behavior is rational, assumes a free will, which by
definition cannot be a dtterrninistikmodel, and believes in an evil mind.
Allied" with an evil mind is ihe ideltification of guilt.; The concePt of
guilt can even be argued as one of the charatteristics of human freedom.
On the other liand, the psychiatrist is often not interested in establishing
gailt, but in modifying or abolishing it. 1

The law follows Stuart Mill:s assumpti that "freedom" means a
v

, lack of mechanical restraints, wherea's the intal health worker usually
sees "freedesM" as aIacf physiological or syehological restraints. The
judiciary's "right to treatment" means jt.Ist that;:to them, whereas' on,

. inspection, the mental health profession believes it' really means the

d
"right
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to no treatment." "Truth" in psychiatry is usually measured in gradations,
Whereas the law-tends to ask for absolutes guilty or not. guilty dan-
gerous or not dangtrous. The Baxtrum decision in New York; for
exampk, ,released 900 people labled "dangerous." To date there have
only. been fonr killings 'as a result, of this mass release: Many have
iheralded, this a'Proof that., the 900 people, were not dangerous, but
would the relatives of the four who wer9 killed agree? The determiners of
truth in the mental health system are experts, whereasiihe determiners
of truth 'in the judiciary are judges arid juriesthe latter usually being
pruned of anj, expertise: The judicial system uses a rationalistic
approach' to finding truth, whereas the mental health system uses an

-etnpifical approach. The judiciary's process of finding the truth .is an
adversary one, whereas the mental health sYstem uses consultation and
coordination'. .

These differences produce misunderstan'dings that are perceived by
Abuses by'both. You will recall we identified two spbgoals of the criminal
justice system punishment and rehabilitation. Many psychiatrists claim
that these two goals° are not compatible and suspect that the mental
health professions,are being abused by the judiciary's efforts to have it
both ways..,But the abuse ,that most upset our discussion group was a

.COncern that tkie criminal justice system, in the face of deviances,
authorizes mental health services for the well-to-do and authorizes prison
for those same deviances in the lower class and among minoiities. The
interactions of the judiciary and psychiatry seem tosay to the middle
and upper classes: "Give them health," and to the lower classeS and
minorities: "Give them justice."

A factor in the relationship is mutual lack of admiration. For
example, the mental health professional sees ehe criminal justice system
as no systerd at all, but one of chaos and turmoil. If we had had some
judges in the group, they would have been no more generous in their
description of the mental health system.

Given the differences in the two fields, it was, felt that the nembers
of both these cultures need greater exposure to each other their
trainihg years'. However, me were warned by a group memAir o 'had
both a law degree and a n),edical degree that the differences in the fields
are so profound that one cannot think in both systems at the same time.

The group had an approximate concensus in listing the invisible
barriers and abuses, but, there was much less concensus on solutions,
Several proposals had a general theme of warning the psychiatrist hot to
be pulled into making the! judiciary's decisions': do,not decide guilt,and
do not decide dangerouiness, but use ploys that force the judiciary to
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make its own de,cisions.. A second gambit is to force the advocates to
713, ecome the -responsible ones. For example, an advocate, for freeing

someone found not guilty, by reason of insanity should, if possible, be
put in the position of being usponsible for that. Patient when he is' s.
released. Another proposal was an amalgamation of tlie law, psychiatry
and social work, having all three sit together as judges.' A different
solution focused,ton process. Psychiatry is spending too much 'time
reacting and too little time initiating,. Good initiating; obviously, Calls
for being part of the,process at the early stages. Too often psychiatrists
fail to become part of the early planning stages. We 'must keep in mind
that early planning is the form of the change agent and the advocate.

It was hoped that we could formulate a resoliut,lon that would move
the plychiatric profession in the direction of improving its interface

,

with the judiciary. That never evolved, but describing an actual
ongoing program might bp, better than 'a position paper anyway. Such a
program has been developed in: Puerto Rico, and is called TASC
Treatment Alternative to Street Criine. Dr. A. Gregorio Gomez is- ...
working With a diversionary,prograrn for addicts in Which, in.agreement
with judges and the addicts themselves, 332 addicts have been diverted'
tematively,cbased on their future behavior," from the criminal justice
system to the mental health system which provides detoxification in jail

. and a residential, drug-free' therapeutit community outside jail.' Al-
'though a perfect record cannot be maintained, after six months none
of the 332 have been rearrested. Since `writing this, Bertram Brown
pointed out. to me that the Director of the Department of Addiction

i.Services n Puerto Rico is a lawyer, Mr. Santos del Valle. This raises a -,
questisM as to whether this organizational interdigitation between law

, and psychiatry is a key element to the program's itiecess,
Although 'a theme of this conference 'was. to focus on what

psychiatric services.need to be developed for Spanish' speaking popula-
tions, Our discussion group felt that the program developed for Spanish
speaking addicts in Puerto Rico should be brought stateside,as a model,
and used with English and Spanish speaking addicts alike. The potential
of such a model in the treatment of other nonviolent criminals was also
felt worthy of exploration. .
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THE ABUSED AND NEQLECTED 'CHILD

A Summary of a Panel Discussion

Henry P. Coppollilo

There were approximately 18 discussants aithe workshop on child
abuse and neglect. The participants came.from the fields of social work,
psychology, psychiatry and other medical specialties. Duripg. the cburse.of the meeting we had the opportunity to discuss child abuse as 'a
phenomenon, factori which influence detection, reporting and treat-
Ment of, child abuse and, neglect, and the measures that might be
undertaken to Prevent and cure child abuse as a cultural or social
illneu. White it would be legitimate to expect tha

. abuse and neglect would have become unive
defined; the discussion pimp was forced to ackn
the case: While tome felt that the willfiill, nonaccidenta1 inflicting ofinjury on a child was the essense of child abuse, vand that, the
withholding of provisions that are necessary for the child's optirnal
growth and development constituted neglect, others did not.agree with
this narrow definition. There were some who felt that political
tivity, economic deprivation, inadequate care of Children's societal needsand other such phenomena alsoanust be understond in terms of abuse or
neglect. Our group also noted that while abuse was widespread and
numbers of reported cases are reaching epidemic proportions, there is
still-an astounding ignorance in our institutions and in our society about .the phenomenon.

There was a discussion about the forms and Manner in which
children have been abused in western civilization for the past 2500 years.
The castration of male children to produce church c
selling of children into slavery, 'the workhouse& a
and theUnited §tates were-cited as examples.

It was not until 1962, when Kempe and his coworkers desCribed the
phenomenon as the battered child syndrome, that legislation -was passed
which both formally acknowledged the medical world's interest in thesechildren and attempted to arrest the syndrome's tragic evolution by
making reporting mandatory and instituting procedures for the protec-tipn of children. .

It was stressed several times that the reporting .of child abuse is
increasing. Whether this reflects an actual increase in incidence and
preyalence, or simply better moas of detection and reporting, cannot

after 14 years, child
ally ° recothited and
ledge that this is not

oir sopranos, the
lieries of England
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be ascertained at this ,eime. However, it was emphasized that child

abuse and neglect can and 'does occur in 'all Strata of society. Whai was

painfully clear was .that wtien lower sociocconornic :groups come to the

atteddon of medical and social systems, child abuse is more likely to.lr
cletectekand reported than when people from the upper strata of society

seek-medical assistance or mike contacts titta other institutions.

The various participants on the panel Ove many examples and

illustrations of the ways:that th'e inadequacies and injustices of our social

jyitems permit child abuse to occur more frequehtly. Such issues as

inadequate prenatal care for indigent mothers, inadequate heilth and

ltousing facilities for lower socioeconomic groups,' inadeqnate facilities

for temporary care of children, the breakdown of the. extended family

*. With few or no sUbstitutes availableA to parents of young ehildren,were

among a number of issues raised. 14 became eminently clear that.these

inadequacies 'and injustices were not confined to societies that were

"poor" or "developing," but extended to even ihe thtost affluent socipies

in the world. ,
One of the ,PUerto Rican participants gave a vividly poignant

description of a neiqhborhood in San Juan wttich ccit.dd lie used as a

model w'describe how societies have abandoned and isolated their needy

..ancl' poor. The feeling of despair Was palpable as she told how medical

personnel', social welfare workers and even police were reluctant o enter.

this area and how people could disappear into such 'a *neighborhood,

loSing contact with, all caretaking agencies and even the-municipal or

atate authorities. As-these neighborhoods were disc i.ed, the point was

made again and again that they were virtuallY .uitou4 and .part of

etiery major city \
additinn to desaiptions of neighborhoods, scrutiny, of popula-

tions living in these neighborhoods raised the issue of massive. distrust of

authority and their unwillingness to report child abuse and neglect.,In a

'word, the descrffini-Ntias thatopf a poPUlation who felt that t'heYhad,-..

little.or rip rapport with ablished authOrities,o1 their delegates:

It w s generally felt that ton1y were troubled, families' need.s as

yet umne in most societiep, At also that there were discrete Children's

needs ana rights that were being ignored. Rather than list these, the-

discussion focused on ways that these needs of children could be met and

their rfghts protected. Jt wai generally felt that all cultures needed to

implement a system of advocacy for those children whose families cannot

seriie,at their achrocates. This sj4tem should be empowered to protect

children from Unwarranted institutionalization, aliuse, neglect and to
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insure their rights to health care, adequate nutrition, adequate school.
--iiig, arid a measure of serenity andlranquility in their lives.

. An issue which was discussed at length in terms of its political,
religious and culttiral.implications was the problem of adequate contra.; ceptive information. lt was widely felt that child abuse occurred more
frequently among those people who did not want or could not tolerate a.
child at a pirtkular stage in their lives. Many times the ability of these
people touse contraception effectively is interfered with by ignorance,

.A. religious conviction or.simple economic inadequacy. The most complex
aspect,of this problem was, of course; felt to be the religious and 'cultural
aspect. . -..

he need. fOr Prenatal care is an important issue in the genesis of
chi! buse in that..children. who arc born" enfeebled or unhealthy have
much less capacity to stimnlate and gratify parents. The birth' of a

. weakened or damaged Child increages die incidence of detachment and
hostile responses on the part of these pirents, and hen this occurs
.child abuse and neglect jncreaseimptobabilify..

.
The physical and psychological sVell being of a child does not occur

:. autornati6lly. KiPecially in ceitain high risk populations, equal care for,

ehildren 'means morerthan average' care..Parents must have ready access
,w'medical and`welfare systems that will provide help to the child and on
the Parents themselVes as thc y. need it:This help should be designed not
ionly to minimize the destrUctive effec f disease, but also to maximize
the potential every child has for a f , happy and productive life. This
care mustIont only be physically av able tb the parents who request it,
but programs of, educating people about how to-use care are essential.

Illness, handicaps and situations of want are constant companions
of abuse and,neglect. A vigorous,,healthy child3vho takes developmental
steps with jery and enthusiasm inspires ,parents With 'tenderness and
pride. For sorineparents it Will be the first time they experience. these It .

.'. ;human affects. Keeping the child in the conditionin whkh he can take
, these steps m.ay mean the difference between a family that :Survives'

socially and one.that succumbs..
.

.' .-The group was well aware 'that theie was no "cure" for child abuse

.' and neglect', since suffeking could nevej be undone. However, we felt
that there were, steps that could be ta en that would, stop the abae ln
particular initances ankl that could t long range goals designed fo-
prevent the syndrome before the dama couldItake place. . .,.

. Curative.steps that Cam be taken m nstainces in,which abuse has
already riecurred were enumerated.
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Adequate'f legislation to facilitate reporting of 'abuse exist in

many stat . All states should be encouraged to review their laws

kriodicall ). to ensure that they have incorporated social and

medkal advinces and knowledge.
.-Syst6ro of pr ction for child and parents niiist be developed in

cial wel re nstitutions and in courts, Moving away from

tpuAlice att des of retribution to curative, reparative concepts

will lea4 to benefits for parentl.child aoid eventually society.
.

Reertiliment and compensation for well-trained workers to trans
late these programs from paper planning to fief& work is

, essential..
...A. Programs which.have been widely,employed With clear measures

of success sboArserve as models for co)mmunities whiCh are

starting their effdrts in this,direction.
Prevention of child abuse andteglect Must be our ultimate goal. It

.is clear that favorable conditions for optimal growth and development

must precede the arrival of the child. They conditions must be provided

through ecitkcation, medical care, social welfare programs, legislation,,

etc. Familiest- learn that wanting a child is a positive, active

commitment that involves a choice rather ,khan a simple submission to

the laws of nature. Once that choice is made every resource of society

must be at their disposal to ensure that their child will have the best

chance to thrive id a comfortable environment Where it is wanted and

cherished,. If the adults unto whom these responsibilities have been

thrust by nature cannot meet;them due to ignorance, illness or despair,

then those institutions upon whom these responsibilities have been thrust

by oür mitment to civilkation mug meet them,

Wè4ust become convinced that no single s,egment of' our society

can preve t child abuse .and neglect. All of society must commit some of

its resources Co this prOblem in the future. It must do so because our
children are synonymous with our future.
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